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ABSTRACT 

I 

ABSTRACT 

Conventional superplastic forming (SPF) is attractive for the current industrial 

fabrication of precision, large and complex-shaped sheet-metal components. This 

process requires a fine-grained material and is carried out at high temperatures 

(typically above 500ºC for aluminum alloys and 900ºC for titanium alloys) and slow 

forming rates (mostly strain rate slower than 10
-3

 s
-1

). 

To address these limitations, an advanced sheet-forming process has been designed by 

combining hot drawing and superplastic forming (namely gas forming) in a one-step 

operation to establish a fast forming technology. The process together with a non-

isothermal heating system is referred to as superplastic-like forming. The aim of this 

work is to investigate (i) the relationship between process parameters, material draw-in 

and thickness distribution and (ii) the microstructural evolution, deformation 

mechanism and post-forming properties during forming. Target materials are 

commercial grade AA5083 and Ti-6Al-4V alloys. 

Tensile tests were performed for both materials to determine the optimal deformation 

conditions, i.e. temperature and strain rate. The flow stress data of AA5083 were used 

in the calibration of a material model for finite element modeling (FEM). The results 

showed that AA5083 can deform with reasonable flow stress and tensile elongation at 

400ºC and a strain rate of 2×10
-3

 s
-1

 and that Ti-6Al-4V alloy possesses good forming 

capability at 800ºC and a strain rate of 10
-3

 s
-1

. 

A rectangular die cavity with multiple steps was used to demonstrate different amounts 

of material draw-in and surface expansion of the formed part in superplastic-like 

forming. The punch geometry was designed and validated through a parametric study 

during hot drawing. The measured drawing limits were used to determine the sheet 
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size for hot drawing. The optimal dimensions of AA5083 and Ti-6Al-4V sheets are 

200×200 and 210×210 mm
2
, respectively. 

The non-isothermal heating system is expected to maintain the sheet at a lower global 

(furnace) temperature. Meanwhile, a higher local temperature in specific zones, i.e. die 

radii, ensures that the material there has more ductility to flow. For AA5083, the entire 

forming was conducted at a global temperature of 400ºC, but the material close to the 

die radii was selectively heated to 420ºC. During superplastic-like forming of Ti-6Al-

4V alloy, the global and local temperatures were 800 and 820ºC, respectively. 

After completion of forming AA5083 in 8 min, a final part with maximum percentage 

thinning of 40% at the outward corners and 137% surface expansion was achieved. 

The forming of Ti-6Al-4V alloy was completed in 16 min, exhibiting a maximum 

percentage thinning of 54% at the outward corners and the surface expansion of 130%. 

Stress gradients and the corresponding strain rate differences at the outward corners in 

the forming sheet led to thinning gradient and plastic straining as a result of geometric 

inhomogeneity as demonstrated through finite element simulations of hot drawing and 

gas forming. Cracks and oxidation on the Ti-6Al-4V sheet surface are the other 

reasons accounting for the thickness reduction at the outward corners. 

Fairly uniform microstructure was achieved with the process. The main deformation 

mechanisms for AA5083 during hot drawing are subgrain boundary migration and 

subgrain rotation, and they change into subgrain boundary migration and grain growth 

during gas forming. The hot-drawing phase involves purely dislocation-based 

deformation, while the gas-forming phase involves dislocation creep with hardening 

and recovery contributions. A physical model based on the concept of dislocation 

density is constructed to describe the deformation behavior of AA5083. Simulations of 

the superplastic-like forming are promising and match the experimental measurements 

with reasonable agreement, illustrating that critical attention should be paid to the die 

radii during the process and die design. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Conventional superplastic forming (SPF) is a process by which a sheet metal is formed 

at elevated temperature by using gas pressure introduced into a single-side die cavity. 

The benefits of superplastic forming are its high formability, complex (and intricate) 

shape possibilities, lower tooling cost, labor and material saving through elimination of 

parts, joining and secondary machining [1-10]. The disadvantages are mainly the slow 

forming rates, poor thickness control and expensive base material. 

Superplastic materials largely comply with the SPF requirements, which include 

specific range of forming temperatures (typically above 0.5Tm, where Tm is the melting 

temperature in Kelvins) and high microstructure stability during deformation. 

Aluminum alloy 5083 (AA5083) [11] and Ti-6Al-4V [12] alloys possessing fine grains 

and stable structures can exhibit remarkable superplasticity suitable for SPF at strain 

rates lower than 10
-3

 s
-1

 and temperature above 500ºC and 900ºC, respectively. 

The slow forming rates and high forming temperatures lead to many problems, such as 

reduced tool life and high heating demands. In particular, mechanical properties of the 

formed products are poor due to the microstructural defects and large amounts of 

cavitation induced [13-17]. Moreover, the high-temperature requirement limits the 

application in forming of the alloys that are sensitive to oxidation, especially for 

titanium alloys at elevated temperature. 
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This research seeks to increase forming rate and reduce forming temperature through 

alternative processing and better process control in order to accelerate productivity and 

make the cost-effective technology viable by producing lightweight components with 

better mechanical properties. 

Deep drawing is a fast forming process that competes with SPF. During hot drawing, 

the penalizing factors are mainly due to the friction and springback effects. Multiple 

drawing phases are also often required to achieve the final shape. Those effects can be 

reduced or avoided using superplastic techniques. However, thickness variation has 

been found to be more prominent for superplastic (non-contact) processes compared to 

hot drawing [18]. The thinning of the sheet material is also more important during SPF. 

In order to take the advantages of both techniques, a hybrid method which combines 

hot drawing and superplastic forming (namely gas forming) is proposed. The hybrid 

forming process together with a non-isothermal heating system is defined as 

superplastic-like forming. 

The novelty of this research in development of the superplastic-like forming process is 

outlined as follows: 

It is anticipated that by performing a drawing step before gas forming, the combined 

process will be faster. There will be less thinning as sheet material is drawn inside the 

mould before the gas forming step and the springback effect will be reduced compared 

to conventional deep drawing. 

The variation of the temperature at different sheet locations through selective heating 

will help to improve material formability. This can also increase forming speed with 
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the aid of deep drawing. Therefore, with a reduced process temperature, the problems 

mentioned earlier linked to oxidation or microstructural defects will be limited. 

Moreover, lower cost materials or non-superplastic materials can be used with this 

process. The deformation behavior of AA5083 and Ti-6Al-4V during superplastic-like 

forming differs from that of conventional superplastic materials during SPF [19]. 

Based on the deformation mechanisms, finite element modeling (FEM) is performed to 

account for the plastic flow of AA5083 in multi-scale computations. 

 

1.2 OBJECTIVE 

The main objective of this research is to design a hybrid forming process that 

combines hot drawing and blow forming together with a non-isothermal heating 

system to improve the strain rate and thickness control during the sheet forming of 

aluminum and titanium alloys. Finite element modeling will provide a fundamental 

scientific understanding of the deformation behavior in a physical-based modeling 

framework. 

The scope of the research consists of five parts as follows: 

(1) To investigate the deformation behavior of the non-superplastic grade 

AA5083 during high-temperature tensile testing. The sensitivity of 

formability as a function of temperature and strain rate is used to determine 

the optimal deformation conditions. Experimental data in the form of stress 

– strain curves are used to calibrate a physical-based material model for 

finite element simulations. 
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(2) To install the equipment for superplastic-like forming and investigate the 

forming capability of the hybrid process. Gas pressure cycle is predicted 

based on the material model to maintain the blow forming at a target strain 

rate. Experimental data, i.e. process parameters, material draw-in, bulge 

height and sheet thinning, are measured to evaluate the formed part. 

(3) To characterize the evolution of microstructure and texture during 

superplastic-like forming through electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). 

The deformation mechanisms of AA5083 and Ti-6Al-4V during 

superplastic-like forming are investigated based on the EBSD results. 

(4) To implement the dislocation density model into finite element simulations 

to model the macroscopic forming process. The simulation results are used 

to analyze the sheet thinning characteristics. 

(5) To expand the advantages of the hybrid process to the forming of Ti-6Al-

4V alloy sheets at the lowest temperature. The microstructure evolution 

and oxidation behavior are also examined to evaluate its post-forming 

properties. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

2.1.1 Introduction 

In recent decades, aluminum alloys have attracted attentions of many researchers, 

engineers and designers as promising structural materials for automotive industry or 

aerospace applications. The aluminum alloys of (non-)heat-treatable with high strength 

are commonly used materials, such as 2024, 5083, 6061, 7055, 7075 and 7475 [20-29]. 

As a commercial alloy with excellent corrosion resistance and high strength, AA5083 

is suitable for the structural sheet-metal fabrication [11, 14, 30, 31]. 

Titanium alloys are good candidates that maintain the distinguish characteristics, such 

as high temperature capabilities, high strength-to-weight ratios and good superplastic 

behavior [32]. Ti-6Al-4V is a well-known lightweight alloy for its potential as a 

superplastic material for applications in different areas, including aerospace, chemical, 

transportation and biomedical fields [33-40]. 

2.1.2 Aluminum Alloys 

2.1.2.1 Characteristics of aluminum alloys with superplasticity 

(a) Superplasticity 

Superplastic materials are polycrystalline solids which have the capability to undergo 
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large plastic strains, often in excess of 200% prior to failure [41]. AA5083 with 

superplasticity is usually attained in the temperature range from 500ºC to 565ºC and 

the strain rate range < 10
-3

 s
-1

 [11]. 

Figure 2-1 shows photographs of AA5083 specimens tensile tested at different 

crosshead speeds (CHSs) at 525ºC. The tensile elongation-to-failure increased with 

decreasing test speed (strain rate), which demonstrates the strain rate sensitivity of this 

alloy. The grain growth rate [11] and the amount of cavitation [14] increase with 

decreasing strain rate. The influence of microstructure on cavitation development has 

been investigated by Chang et al [15] extensively. 

 

 

Figure 2-1 Tensile elongation of AA5083 tested at different crosshead speeds at 525ºC [11]. 

 

(b) Strain rate sensitivity 

Strain rate sensitivity represents the capacity of the materials to resist necking and 

influences the overall deformation and stability during superplastic flow [41]. To 
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capture the deformation characteristics of a superplastic material, it is essential to 

determine the strain rate sensitivity index (m value). Strain rate sensitivity varies with 

strain rate, strain and temperature. Tensile elongation increases with the decrease in 

strain rate, and the highest m values are situated at the middle strain rate range [42]. 

Moreover, the superplastic materials are the high sensitivity of flow stress to 

deformation rate. The m value should be greater than or equal to 0.3, while mostly lies 

between 0.4 − 0.8 [43-46]. 

(c) Flow stress 

The flow stress of a superplastic material is a sensitive function of strain rate, 

temperature and grain size [19]. The flow stress as a function of the strain rate is 

represented in Figure 2-2. The deformation behavior of superplastic materials is quite 

different from that of the conventional materials. It appears that the logarithmic stress 

− strain rate curve shows a typical sigmoidal profile. The flow stress increases with 

increasing strain rate. The slop of the curve is the strain rate sensitivity index of the 

material defined as 

 𝑚 = (  log  )/(  log  ̇)  Eq. (2-1) 

It can be divided into three regions, i.e. Region I, II and III. Region I and III represent 

the deformation at low strain rates (< 10
-3

 s
-1

) and high strain rates (> 10
-2

 s
-1

), 

respectively. Here the corresponding m values are low (𝑚 < 0.3) indicating the non-

superplastic regions. Region II is the region where the materials can achieve 

superplasticity when loading is carried out within the specific strain rate region. The m 

values are high (𝑚 > 0.3) and the mechanism that dominates deformation is well 

known as grain boundary sliding (GBS) [19]. 
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Figure 2-2 Strain rate dependence of flow stress and strain rate sensitivity index (m value) [19]. 

 

(c) Deformation mechanisms 

Creep is a time-dependent plastic deformation process that occurs in materials at a 

temperature T > (0.3 − 0.5)Tm [42]. The high-temperature plasticity for a metal is 

ascribable to various deformation mechanisms [15, 47-50], i.e. dislocation glide, 

dislocation creep and diffusional flow. Conventional superplastic materials usually 

exhibits superplasticity based on grain boundary sliding with diffusional 

accommodation [51]. In this case, grains can remain equiaxed throughout the 

superplastic deformation [50]. 

Figure 2-3 shows a deformation mechanism map for aluminum at 400ºC represented 

by grain size versus σ/E, where E is the Young’s modulus of pure aluminum. This map 

shows that the deformation of grain boundary sliding ( 𝑔𝑏) is situated at low σ/E and 

grain size values, with strain rates ranging from 10
-5

 to 10
-3

 s
-1

. 
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Figure 2-3 Deformation mechanism map for aluminum at 400ºC after Frost and Ashby [52]. 

 

2.1.2.2 Mechanical processing of aluminum alloys for superplasticity 

Microstructures suitable for superplastic flow of AA5083 can be obtained through 

various thermo-mechanical processing (TMP) methods. Rolling, forging, extrusion, 

equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) and friction stir processing (FSP) have been 

used to produce fine-grained structures and the observation of superplasticity [53-58]. 

(a) Superplastic behavior processed by rolling 

Cold rolling process with different reduction ratios and heat treatments are able to 

obtain homogeneous, equiaxed and fine-grained microstructures that meet the 

requirements of superplastic deformation [56, 59]. Hot rolling process is also used to 

produce excellent ductility for aluminum sheets [30]. Significant differences in grain 

size and the extent of superplasticity were observed between the hot-rolled and the 
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cold-rolled alloys, with tensile elongations exceeding 600% for the cold-rolled alloy as 

compared to 160% for the hot-rolled [11, 30]. The fine-grained structure has been 

found to benefit the superplastic elongation [11]. 

 (b) Superplastic behavior processed by ECAP 

Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is another powerful method based on a heavy 

strain mechanism of recrystallizing the material into a fine-grained structure [60]. The 

best superplasticity obtained after ECAP was 350% [61], which was not superior to the 

commercially available rolling-type AA5083 [11]. Grain refinement of AA5083 by 

ECAP has been reported to reduce the grain size from 200 to 0.2 µm [62]. Sub-micron-

grained structure is also beneficial to low-temperature superplastic behavior of 

AA5083. The largest elongation of 315% was achieved from the as-ECAP samples 

tested at 275ºC and 5×10
-4

 s
-1

 [58]. 

(c) Superplastic behavior processed by other techniques 

Friction stir processing (FSP) has been used to produce fine and equiaxed grains [63]. 

For the FSPed material, the tensile elongations are all above 300% at the test 

temperatures ranging from 490 to 530ºC. For the material without FSP, all the 

corresponding tensile elongations are below 200% [26, 64, 65]. 

Severe plastic deformation has been used to develop nano-crystalline structures for 

aluminum alloys [66, 67]. The Al-Mg alloy reported by Avtokratova et al [68] exhibits 

excellent superplastic behavior with elongations from 3000 to 4100% in temperature 

range of 400 to 475ºC and at strain rates of 10
-2

 to 10
-1

 s
-1

. 
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2.1.3 Titanium Alloys 

2.1.3.1 Characteristics of titanium alloys with superplasticity 

Many research papers have reported the superplastic characteristics of titanium alloys. 

Superplasticity in titanium alloys was attained by using various TMP methods as well 

as used for aluminum alloys, as summarized in Table 2-1. 

 

Table 2-1 Summary of Ti alloys properties using various processing methods. 

Material Temperature 

(ºC) 

Elongation 

(%) 

Strain rate 

(s
-1

) 

Processing method Reference 

Pure Ti 600 243 10
-3

 Two-step deformation [69] 

Ti-6Al-4V 

650 530 10
-4

 

High pressure torsion [33] 

725 400 10
-2

 

Ti-6Al-4V 

600 > 1000 

10
-3

 
0.3 − 0.5 µm gains by 

protium treatment 
[70] 800 > 6000 

850 > 9000 

Ti-6Al-4V 900 > 500 10
-3

 TMP [12] 

Ti-6Al-4V 
650 568 

10
-3

 
0.1 − 0.2 µm grains by 

high pressure torsion 
[38] 

725 676 

Ti-6Al-4V 
850 523 

1.3×10
-3

 
Maximum m value 

deformation 
[40] 

900 642 

Ti-33Al based 

850 408 2x10
-4

 

Forging to a total strain 

of 80% 
[36] 1000 467 2x10

-4
 

1075 517 8x10
-5

 

Ti-47Al based 
1075 281.3 4x10

-5
 

Grain size of 95 µm [71] 

1100 287.5 4x10
-5

 

Ti-6.4Al based 600 35.6 --- Roll forming [72] 
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In developing superplastic material or in making the existing material superplastic, a 

lot of information and investigations have been reported [5, 73, 74]. Diphasic titanium 

alloys enable serial superplastic forming from industrial sheets without any special 

preparation of the structure. Therefore, they are named “naturally” superplastic [74]. 

By combining superplastic forming and pressure welding of a nano-structured Ti-6Al-

4V alloy, it made possible to apply the “low-temperature superplasticity” for 

fabricating hollow components at 600ºC [35]. 

2.1.3.2 Mechanical processing of titanium alloys for superplasticity 

Superplastic flow of titanium alloys is achieved at high temperatures (typically above 

900ºC) and at low strain rates (usually lower than 10
-3

 s
-1

) [42]. Some alloys can 

exhibit superplasticity at lower temperatures when they possess ultra-fine-grained 

(sub-micron- or nano-) microstructures [41]. There are various techniques to refine the 

grains through the severe plastic deformation, such as high pressure torsion straining, 

ECAP and multi-directional forging [33, 37, 69, 70, 75]. 

The enhanced superplasticity in Ti-6Al-4V alloy is associated with formation of the 

ultrafine-grained structures [33]. This alloy sheet with a sub-micrometer crystalline 

structure (grain size of 0.3 µm) was produced by forging together with rolling at 

temperatures below 650ºC [37]. The low-temperature superplasticity was observed in 

an ultrafine-grained Ti-6Al-4V alloy with a grain size of 0.1 − 0.2 µm produced by 

high pressure torsion [38]. Protium treatment has attracted a lot of attentions due to its 

ability to produce the ultrafine-grained structures for titanium alloys [76]. Ti-6Al-4V 

alloy with a grain size of 0.3 − 0.5 µm obtained through this treatment can exhibit the 

maximum elongation over 9000% at 850ºC [70]. 
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2.2 SHEET METAL FORMING 

2.2.1 Deep Drawing 

2.2.1.1 Fundamentals 

Deep drawing is the base for the mass production of sheet-metal components. Figure 

2-4 illustrates the procedures of deep drawing. It is a process in which a blank or 

workpiece, usually controlled by a pressure plate, is forced into and/or through a die by 

means of a punch to form a hollow component. 

Deep drawing depends on strain hardening of the material to achieve the required 

formability and prevent thinning and rupture during forming. It is a fast forming 

process, during which strain hardening is associated with dislocation cell formation in 

the classical manner. The strains achievable in deep drawing are limited by the 

maximum tensile stress which must not exceed the tensile strength of the material. The 

thickness is substantially the same as that of the original sheet [77]. 

 

 

Figure 2-4 Schematic of deep drawing: (a) before drawing and (b) after drawing. 
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The part can be circular, rectangular or just about any cross-section [78]. Drawing can 

be either shallow or deep depending on the amount of deformation. Shallow drawing is 

used to describe the process where the depth of drawing is less than the smallest 

dimension of the opening; otherwise, it is considered deep drawing [79]. 

2.2.1.2 Drawability and drawing ratio 

The metal used in deep drawing must be malleable as well as resistant to stress and 

tension (stretching) damage [78]. Success of drawing depends on the ability of material 

to flow in the flange region ability to resist thinning in the sidewall. This requires low 

flow strength in the plane of the material in all directions and high flow strength in the 

through-thickness direction [77, 78]. 

Drawing ratio is defined as a measurement of determining the stretching drawability of 

the material in the given sheet thickness and lubrication, as shown in Eq. (2-2). 

 00 / dD    Eq. (2-2) 

0D : Starting diameter of blank sheet 

0d : Punch diameter 

The larger the chosen drawing ratio, the larger will be the maximum drawing load 

under otherwise constant conditions. This load must be transmitted by the wall of the 

drawn component. Therefore the drawing ratio must not exceed a maximum value, the 

limiting drawing ratio (LDR) 𝛽𝑚𝑎𝑥, in order to keep materials drawn without tearing to 

the punch diameter in cup drawing. Approximate values of 𝛽𝑚𝑎𝑥 for aluminum and 

titanium sheets drawn at room temperature are 2.1 and 1.9 [77], respectively. 
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2.2.1.3 Development of deep drawing 

In order to increase production efficiency and obtain a good tool design and 

manufacturing control, many techniques have been adopted to extensively investigate 

the function of limiting drawing ratio. Experimental measurements [80] and numerical 

simulations [81-84] for LDR make it possible to better understand and control the 

drawing limits of sheet metals in industry. 

As an improved drawing process, hydro-mechanical deep drawing has gained 

increased interest in the sheet metal forming [85]. Recently, a pressurized hydro-

mechanical deep drawing process was designed to efficiently deep draw 08Al steel 

[86]. A friction aided deep drawing process has been newly applied to overcome the 

defects of localized wrinkling and intensive shear deformation to obtain successful 

deep cups [87]. 

A differential temperature technique was demonstrated to be able to increase the LDR 

during deep drawing of a superplastic Zn-Al alloy from less than 2.4 for isothermal 

conditions to more than 3.75 for the non-isothermal condition [79]. The deep drawing 

process equipped with a localized heating and cooling technique has proved to 

effectively improve the sheet forming of magnesium alloys [88]. 

For some sheet materials, such as titanium alloys with low ductility at ambient 

temperature, deep drawing at elevated temperature is an operational way to improve 

the material ductility and consequently produce a strong drawn component. With this 

method, the maximum drawing ratios for the warm drawing of Al-Mg alloys can reach 

up to 3.0 [77]. 
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2.2.2 Superplastic Forming 

2.2.2.1 Fundamentals 

Superplastic Forming or SPF is a high-temperature process by which sheet metals are 

deformed by gas pressure in a single-side die chamber to produce parts of complex 

shape by taking advantage of the superplastic flow behavior of the material. 

Superplasticity is required during SPF due to grain boundary sliding (GBS) in the 

specific range of temperature (> 0.5Tm), grains (mostly < 10 µm), high microstructure 

stability with respect to grain growth, and high purity of the structure. Thickness 

variation has been found to be more prominent for superplastic processes compared to 

deep drawing. 

Figure 2-5 illustrates the schematic diagrams of the SPF process. Initially, a sheet is 

clamped and sealed on the die. The gas within the lower die chamber is simply vented 

to atmosphere. Argon gas is normally imposed over the sheet for high pressure 

forming. Once the sheet is in contact with the corner of the die, the material in this 

region is locked by friction and further deformation is therefore prevented. The 

remaining free regions will continue to expand until the part is net-shape formed [41]. 

 

 

Figure 2-5 Schematic of superplastic forming: (a) clamping and sealing, (b) blow forming and (c) 

fully formed part [89]. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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2.2.2.2 Superplastic forming of aluminum alloys 

The major drive on SPF has emphasized on the development of superplastic materials 

rather than improving the process. So far, many research papers have indicated the 

superplastic properties in aluminum [50, 66, 90-92], titanium [33, 35-38, 40, 93, 94], 

and magnesium [95-99], duplex stainless steels [7] and ceramics [100-104], which can 

be introduced for SPF applications. 

A variety of materials applied in superplastic forming is summarized in Table 2-2. In 

order to obtain the best superplasticity during SPF, the load curve is regulated so that 

the strain rate induced in the material is maintained within the optimum superplastic 

range (strain rates from 10
-4

 to 10
-2

 s
-1

) [105]. 

As commercial alloys with excellent corrosion resistance and moderate to high 

strength, commercially pure aluminum (AA1100), AA7475 and AA5083 were 

commonly used materials for superplastic forming. For superplastic AA5083 [106, 

107], the SPF are mostly conducted above 500ºC, and the forming process usually last 

longer than 30 min depending on the parts. Verma et al [14] have investigated the 

characteristics of a fine-grained AA5083 by means of superplastic forming a 

rectangular pan at 545ºC. A final part with the maximum percentage thinning of 50% 

was obtained from their studies. 

2.2.2.3 Superplastic forming of titanium alloys 

Superplastic forming of titanium alloys has been widely utilized in processing aircraft 

components with good mechanical properties [108], since it is an attractive way to 

manufacture large and intricate parts in one operation. Practical applications of this 
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technology can also be combined with a joining operation involving diffusion bonding 

(SPF/DB) between several sheets of material. SPF/DB is an efficient process used for 

fabrication of hollow fan blades [8], honeycomb structures [109], bellows expansion 

joints [73] and large engine components [110]. 

 

Table 2-2 Summary of SPF investigations for various materials. 

Material Processing method SPF time 

(min) 

SPF temperature 

(ºC) 

Reference 

AA1100 Rolling 37 500 [6] 

AA7475 Rolling 46 500 [6] 

AA5083 Equiaxed grain size of 6.5 µm 30 545 [14] 

AA5083 Grain sizes of 6.6 and 7.8 µm --- 475 − 525 [106] 

AA5083 Superplastic grade 16 520 [107] 

Al-3%Mg-0.2%Sc ECAP to grain size of 0.2 µm 1 400 [62] 

AZ31 Equiaxed grain size of 6.6 µm 20 400 [98] 

AZ61 Rolling to grain size of 9.2 µm 4 − 53 400 [97] 

Duplex stainless steel Superplastic grade --- 950 [7] 

Ti-6Al-4V Superplastic grade 30 927 [73] 

Ti-6Al-4V FSP 50 
900 (big grains) 

785 (fine grains) 
[110] 

Ti-6Al-4V SPF/DB 40 920 [8] 

Ti-6Al-4V SPF/DB 30 930 [109] 

YTZ with Al2O3 Ceramic sheet, SPF 125 1475 [100] 

 

A complex hollow structure with net-shape was fabricated from fine-grained sheet by 

superplastic forming, and the refined structure with a grain size of about 0.4 µm led to 
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a substantial mechanical properties improvement [39]. In addition, SPF/DB was 

applied to develop friction stir processing for Ti-6Al-4V alloy in order to allow the 

joining of multiple pieces to produce much larger components [110]. 

2.2.2.4 SPF advantages and disadvantages 

One of the advantages of SPF is that complex parts such as window frames, vehicle 

body panels, aircraft doors or piping components can be produced in one single piece 

without the need of further parts assembly (see Figure 2-6). Compared to conventional 

technologies, SPF offers cost saving in the range of 20 − 30% [111] as well as weight 

reduction (~ 40%) and lower part count; these benefits increasing with the complexity 

of the parts to be made. Moreover, there is no springback effect after SPF and therefore 

the final shape of the part is identical to the shape of the mould that was used to 

produce it which simplifies mould design and improves dimensions accuracy. 

 

 

             

Figure 2-6 Example of parts formed by SPF: car door assembly [112] (top), one piece truck cab 

roof [10] (left), sensor housing [111] (center), aircraft door assembly [108] (right). 
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The main drawbacks of SPF are the higher cost of the materials to be used, the speed 

of the forming process which is relatively low and the high temperature required. 

Cycle times vary from thirty minutes to two hours depending on the parts in 

conventional SPF. The limitations for SPF lie within the material and the actual 

mechanisms for the superplastic behavior. The initial wall thickness of the sheet needs 

to compensate the maximum thinning that will happen after forming [14]. 

To fully benefit from the advantages of the superplasticity effect it is necessary to 

expand the limits of superplastic forming to higher strain rates and to lower 

temperature. Multi-rate SPF is one way to improve the process by enabling the parts to 

be formed in a much shorter time [113]. The technique consists in starting with a high 

strain rate and then progressively updating the strain rate to avoid premature failure 

using the results of finite element calculations. 

2.2.2.5 SPF cost structure 

SPF is today a niche activity with high value add [10]. For industrial applications, the 

superplastic material largely complies with the SPF process conditions, such as fine 

grain size, high structure stability and high purity of the structure. Superplastic 

AA5083 products have been implemented on various Boeing commercial airplanes 

[108]. Superplastic materials are specially prepared to meet the requirements for SPF. 

However, for some alloys such as AA6xxx series [114], processing is complicated and 

difficult, and they are not yet suited for commercial application for SPF. Therefore, 

simplifying the preparation of raw material and minimizing variable cost through 

alternative materials is critical. Compared to superplastic materials, the lightweight and 

commercial alloys offer cost saving in the range of 20 − 70% [9]. 
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The technical cost is another burden in the development of sheet forming process 

[115]. As compared to conventional stamping, SPF of aluminum alloys is a cost-

effective method with increase of production volume [9]. However, conventional SPF 

can require cycle times of 30 min or more, which limits production efficiency and 

results in more cost penalty. Therefore, an alternative manufacturing process that 

contributes to economize the production cost is of great importance. A technical cost 

model [116] proposed by Ford Motor have shown that an one-third reduction of cycle 

time can significantly reduce the production cost of an aluminum hood up to 40%. 

Titanium-based alloys can possess superplasticity as a natural consequence of 

commercial processing methods. However, most of the prior SPF of titanium alloys 

has been carried out above 900ºC [8, 93]. This can limit the forming of the alloys that 

are sensitive to oxidation. It has been reported that the oxidation [117] and the “alpha 

case” effect [118] would significantly influence the mechanical behavior when 

titanium alloys are exposed to elevated temperature (especially above 850ºC) in open 

atmosphere. The oxide film formed during forming is deleterious to material 

properties, and causes damage easily to the parent material. Applications of protective 

coating [118] and gas atmosphere [119] on Ti-6Al-4V sheets are possible ways of 

overcoming oxidation during superplastic deformation. Moreover, the high-

temperature process requires high-heating demands and long tooling life. These 

requirements can consequently complicate the forming process and raise the 

production cost as well. 

2.2.3 Development of Sheet Metal Forming 

The first patent application closely related to SPF was filed in 1967 by D.S. Fields for 
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his work at IBM on the application of thermoforming techniques, such as those utilized 

for polymers and glass, to metals and in particular to the superplastic Zn-Al eutectoid 

alloy [120]. During the past years, interest in SPF has been mostly growing, to achieve 

more than 300 patents filed today. Those patents relate either to the development of the 

process itself (SPF and SPF/DB) or to the production of materials suitable for SPF. 

Table 2-3 summarizes the SPF patents that are originating from General Motors, Ford 

and Boeing Company in the recent decade. 

Friction stir processing (FSP) for superplasticity has the potential to expand the 

domain of superplastic forming to several new enabling concepts, such as selective 

superplasticity, thick sheet superplasticity and superplastic forging [26, 64]. FSP has 

been introduced to produce wide sheets of reasonably homogenous materials with 

high-strain-rate superplasticity, which was suitable for punch forming. A deep cup of 

AA7075 part with the depth of 52 mm could be produced at a slower strain rate of 10
-3

 

s
-1

 at 450ºC [27]. Superplasticity in AA7475 sheet induced by FSP has been applied in 

the superplastic forming process [121]. 

For higher production efficiency, General Motors has developed a new technique 

called quick plastic forming (QPF) which is a variation of SPF with increased forming 

rates and lower forming temperatures [18, 122]. QPF takes advantage of the solute-

drag creep deformation mechanism that dominates grain boundary sliding at fast strain 

rates and low temperatures in superplastic grade AA5083 [50]. A Ford advanced 

superplastic-forming technology (FAST) which is based on a suite of new technologies 

[9] that decrease the overall cycle time and cost of SPF enables sheet forming to be 

cost-effective for significantly higher-volume applications [123]. Finite element 

analysis and experimental investigation of high strain rate superplastic forming have 
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also been reported in Al-Ti [124] and Al-Mg alloys [125]. 

 

Table 2-3 Summary of SPF patents in recent decade. 

Title Year Description Patent 

Quick plastic forming of aluminum 

alloy sheet metal 
2001 

A method for fast-stretching Al-Mg alloy 

sheets 
[126] 

Apparatus for superplastic forming 2004 

An apparatus for massive and rapid SPF 

production using dies of multi-layer 

structure 

[127] 

Method for double action gas pressure 

forming sheet material 
2005 

Pre-forming and final shape forming in a 

single press 
[128] 

Method for stretch forming sheet metal 

by pressing and the application of gas 

pressure 

2005 
Stretch forming and gas pressurizing in a 

single press 
[129] 

High throughput quick-plastic-forming 2006 
Forming a sheet metal in multiple forming 

stages of single-action tooling 
[130] 

System and process for superplastic 

forming 
2007 A system and method for SPF a workpiece [131] 

Method and apparatus for forming 

complex contour structural assemblies 
2008 

A method and associated pre-form for 

forming a complex 
[132] 

Sheet metal forming process 2008 
A mechanical (double-action draw) 

forming step and a SPF step 
[133] 

Multistage superplastic forming 

apparatus and method 
2010 

Multistage steps in sequence of 

mechanical drawing, SPF, second pre-

forming and final gas forming 

[134] 

Method and apparatus for hot forming 

of sheet metal in titanium-base alloys 
2010 

A low-temperature forming of titanium-

base sheets 
[135] 

Preform for forming complex contour 

structural assemblies 
2011 

A pre-forming step together with a 

pressurized fluid 
[136] 
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Hybrid forming process can be used to decrease the forming time for mass production, 

in which it may be either a pre-forming method in the die or a secondary operation 

such as a restrike operation to form the part [9]. A moving or adjustable die member in 

conjunction with gas pressure forming process has been reported in the Metals 

Handbook [137], it was also called a thermo-forming method. The moving punch in 

this process can assist in pre-stretching the sheet material inside the die cavity before 

gas pressure is applied. In some cases, the use of a cooled punch was able to increase 

the formability of drawing process [79]. 

 

 

Figure 2-7 Schematic of the hot draw mechanical pre-forming process: (a) loading and sealing, (b) 

hot drawing and (c) superplastic forming [138]. 

 

By adopting a mechanical pre-forming operation into SPF, as shown in Figure 2-7, 

Luo et al [138] have enhanced formability and improved production efficiency for 
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superplastic grade AA5083 at 475ºC. The pre-forming process reported in their study 

was useful to draw the materials into the die assembly before SPF. The superplastic 

forming time were decreased from 20 min to 130 s when combined with the 

mechanical pre-forming operation. 

 

2.3 MICROSTRUCTUE AND TEXTURE 

2.3.1 Microstructure Evolution 

During conventional superplastic forming of aluminum sheets, the evolution of 

microstructure related to strain, strain rate and temperature have been widely 

investigated in various forming conditions [139-143]. Stress − strain curves obtained in 

metals can provide clues on the complex internal processes [144] in terms of macro-

scale, which were involved during hot deformation. However, the microstructural 

information in terms of micro-scale during hot deformation is still lacking. 

The characterization and measurement of microstructure and texture are of great 

importance to evaluation of sheet forming because not only does the grain size strongly 

influence the mechanical properties (macro-scale) at low and high temperatures [145], 

but it also influences subgrain-boundary motion [146], recrystallization transformation 

[141], annealing behavior [142] and stress release [147] during deformation. 

By using orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) [148], it is possible to collect and 

analyze large sample populations of individual grains (i.e. microstructure) and 

orientations (i.e. texture). Figure 2-8 shows the microstructure of an extruded Al-Mg-
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Sc alloy superplastic-deformed to different strains. Two typical microstructural 

features, i.e. subgrain rotation and coalescence (from Figure 2-8(a) to (b)) and dynamic 

recrystallization (from Figure 2-8(b) to (c)), were obtained by electron backscatter 

diffraction (EBSD). For aluminum alloys, the changes in (sub-)grain structures can be 

accompanied only by deformation status and recrystallization due to the absence of 

phase transformation [147]. Furthermore, recrystallization in aluminum may occur 

either by dynamic continuous or discontinuous reactions, which can exhibit distinct 

textures and grain boundary characteristics [141, 142]. 

 

 

Figure 2-8 Microstructure evolution of Al-Mg-Sc alloy deformed to different strains: (a) as-

extruded, (b) 0.6 and (c) 2.1 [146]. 

 

2.3.2 Texture Evolution 

Regarding texture evolution, aluminum was usually considered as an isotropic 

material, but the textures developed by various working conditions would produce 

some directionality in properties. In particular, the textured structures was associated 

with the earing behavior during deep drawing of aluminum alloys [149]. For the 

deformed material, the anisotropic properties mainly depend on the texture, i.e. 
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orientation of grains and subgrains, which is known to be distributed randomly or 

oriented with some preferred crystallographic orientations during deformation [150]. 

The deformation textures of face-centered cubic (FCC) metals are determined 

primarily by the stacking fault energy (𝛾𝑆𝐹𝐸) [151]. Figure 2-9 shows a continuous tube 

which is used to describe the fiber texture. For metals with high values of 𝛾𝑆𝐹𝐸, such as 

aluminum, the β–fiber is prominent in the texture which runs from Brass, {110} <112> 

at 𝜑1=35º, Φ=45º, 𝜑2=90º, through S, {123} <634> at 𝜑1=59º, Φ=37º, 𝜑2=63º to 

Copper, {112} <111> at 𝜑1=90º, Φ=35º, 𝜑2=45º. The α–fiber can also be described in 

Figure 2-9, where it extends from Goss, {110} <001> at 𝜑1=0º, Φ=45º, 𝜑2=90º to 

Brass component [152]. 

 

 

Figure 2-9 Schematic representation of the FCC rolling texture in the first subspace of three 

dimensional Euler angle space [152]. 
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2.4 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 

2.4.1 Constitutive Behavior 

A constitutive behavior can describe superplastic deformation and take account of the 

effect of damage in superplastic forming, in which much of this ability comes from an 

accurate constitutive model that characterizes the material behavior. 

The parameters of the constitutive equation are typically derived by performing a 

number of high temperature uniaxial tensile tests on the material. The stress − strain 

data are fitted to the constitutive models to obtain the coefficients of the equations 

[153-157]. The effects that is taken into account for superplastic deformation involve 

temperature, strain hardening/softening, grain growth, cavitation and deterioration in 

mechanical properties [153]. 

2.4.2 Conventional Superplastic Models 

Based on the postulated deformation mechanism of grain boundary sliding during 

superplastic deformation, conventional models to account for superplastic behavior 

were divided into three hierarchical levels [153], i.e. macroscopic (phenomenological), 

mesoscopic (grain) and atomistic. Those models developed decades ago are 

summarized in Table 2-4. 

In Table 2-4, K1 − K8 are material constants, 0  is the threshold stress, T is absolute 

temperature, d is grain size, b is Burger's vector, E is Young's modulus, Q is activation 

energy, k is the Boltzmann constant, Dgb, DL, DIPB, and Deff, are grain boundary, lattice, 

interphase boundary and effective diffusion coefficients, respectively. 
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Table 2-4 Superplastic models developed over the years [153]. 

Name Year Equations Comments 

Ball-

Hutchison 
1969 

22

1 )/()/( EDdbK gb    
GBS accommodated 

by dislocation climb 

Langdon 1970 
21

2 )/()/( EDdbK L    

Movement of 

dislocations adjacent 

to GBs 

Gifkins 1976 
22

3 )/()/( EDdbK gb    
Pile-up at triple 

points (core-mantle) 

Gifkins 1977 
2

0

2

4 )/()/( EDdbK IPB    
Pile-up at interphase 

boundary 

Arieli and 

Mukherjee 
1980 

22

5 )/()/( EDdbK gb    

Climb of individual 

dislocations near 

GBs 

Ruano and 

Sherby 
1984 

2229 )/(/)/(104.6 EbDdb L    
Phenomenological, T 

= (0.4 − 0.6)Tm 

Wadsworth 

and White 
1984 

2238 )/(/)/(106.5 EbDdb gb    
Phenomenological, 

T > 0.6Tm 

Kaibyshev et 

al 
1985 

2

00

2

6 )/)(/exp()/(/ EkTQDdbkTK    

Hardening and 

recovery of 

dislocations at GBs 

Ashby-Verral 1973 

)/()/( 0

2

7 EDdbK eff    

 )/)(/3.3(1 LgbLeff DDdwDD   

Rate controlling 

diffusional 

accommodation 

Padmanabhan 1980 
22

8 )/()/( EDdbK    

Non-rate controlling 

diffusional 

accommodation. 

 D may differ from 

DL and Dgb. 
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The models widely used for superplastic materials are rigid viscoplastic [50, 158, 159] 

and visco-elasto-plastic models [43, 154, 155]. Table 2-5 summaries more superplastic 

constitutive equations for various engineering materials that have been proposed to 

describe superplastic flow in recent years. 

2.4.3 Physical-Based Models 

Physical-based material models are models where knowledge about the underlying 

physical process, dislocation processes etc. are used to formulate the constitutive 

equations. Implicit-based models are those based on physical mechanisms but in the 

end the flow stress is expressed in variables, such as effective plastic strains, strain 

rates and temperature. Explicit-based model has internal state variables that represent 

some average quantities of the microstructure features, such as dislocation density. 

The slip resistance [160, 161], as one of the internal state variables accounting for 

plasticity models, has been used to understand the deformation kinematics. This is 

particularly true for pure FCC materials, where the lattice resistance to dislocation 

motion is small and the flow stress is solely determined by dislocation-dislocation 

interaction [162]. Dislocation densities are the microstructural variables that govern the 

evolution of properties [163] and enable a more physical understanding. For materials 

with high stacking fault energy such as aluminum alloys, the plastic deformation is 

mainly caused by dislocation glide at low temperatures, but dynamic recovery 

increases at high temperatures and low strain rates [150]. The modeling work for 

AA5083 in this research is focusing on the dislocation motion that can describe the 

flow behavior of the material explicitly. 
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Table 2-5 Superplastic constitutive models used in various engineering alloys. 

Materials Equations Comments Reference 

AA5083 
nC

E



 


 , 

nC   
Creep with internal 

variables 
[43] 

AA5083 )exp(
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RT

Q

E

p
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A c

n
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  GBS and SD creep [50] 

AA5083 cp
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b
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bADG
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High temperature 

tensile tests 
[155] 

AA5083 
nq dAKdA  )/())(/( 31

1

0
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Dislocation glide-

climb 
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m

m

TC

Rk
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  Viscoplastic model [158] 
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hardening 
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n

eq
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Elastic-viscoplastic 

model 
[124] 
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Viscous fluid plastic 

deformation 
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There have been numerous attempts to predict stress − strain behavior [169, 170] and 

to model the forming processes [171-174] based on dislocation concepts [175-179]. 

The mobility of dislocation density connected to mechanical behavior through 

Orowan’s dislocation ring mechanism has been illustrated to quantitatively construct a 

dislocation density-based model for aluminum [180]. The mechanical behavior of 

crystalline matter is a multi-scale problem. The diffusion of solute atoms effects on the 

motion of dislocations has been discussed earlier [181]. The immobilization of mobile 

dislocations and slip system effects contribute to the change in the immobile 

dislocation density inside the cell blocks. Moreover, the thermally activated 

annihilation by the climb of the dislocations also causes the evolution of the 

dislocation densities [163]. The Taylor relation [179, 181] is commonly employed to 

calculate the evolution of the dislocation density, both in the cell interiors [182] and in 

the cell walls [174]. 

In respect to the flow behavior at elevated temperature, the climb of dislocations was 

considered as one of the recovery processes [182]. The dislocation glide associated 

with recovery was essential feature that described the kinetics of dislocation motion 

[183]. At this point, the dislocation cores [184] in atomic scales are also controlling 

macroscopic prediction for plasticity. The diffusion of vacancies is correlated with the 

recovery of dislocations [185]. This usually occurs at elevated temperature and 

therefore is a thermally activated reorganization process. The generation of vacancies 

increases entropy but consumes energy, and their concentration increases with strain 

rate and inverse temperature [186]. The diffusivity would be enhanced by the 

generation of vacancies [185]. 

Militzer et al [186] have revealed that the excess vacancies are more important in FCC 
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than in body-centered cubic (BCC) materials. The high concentration of vacancies near 

grain boundaries has enhanced the grain mantle creep [55] controlled by dislocation 

glide and climb processes. The activation energy for generation and migration of a 

vacancy has been covered from the macroscopic flow stress and strain rate for AA5083 

in the physical-based plasticity model. 

2.4.4 Superplastic Forming Process Designed by FEM 

Conventional SPF manufacturing processes are invariably designed on a trial-and-error 

basis coupled with considerable experience and some simple calculations. But if the 

maximum benefit of SPF is to be gained then some form of numerical simulation of 

the forming process is essential [187]. 

The use of the FEM coupled with systematic optimization techniques can facilitate the 

SPF process design. Modeling of the process variables, e.g. pressure cycles [159], 

strain rate evolution [124] and die design [188], can be derived from these analyses. 

Most of the experiments and the SPF simulations are carried out by using commercial 

FEM codes, such as ABAQUS, ANSYS and MARC. In superplastic forming, the 

ability of the simulation code to predict the deformation behavior of the material is a 

key factor in developing optimum gas pressure cycles that can form the part in the least 

time and obtain the best results. 

Researchers showed examples of SPF modeling using commercial FEM codes to 

predict the optimal forming pressure cycles [156, 157], thickness profiles [166] and 

verifications of experimental measurements [165, 189]. However, FEM for SPF 

process is still a complicated work when the material behavior is involved. The 

simulations describing superplastic forming and taking account of deformation 
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mechanisms, i.e. (a) large deformation in metal forming [167], (b) microstructure and 

damage evolution [158], (c) forming complex parts with die design [189, 190] and (d) 

forming path determination [191, 192] are required to optimize the forming process so 

as to obtain a better formed component with minimum thickness variation, together 

with the optimum forming temperature and cycle. 

 

2.5 SUMMARY 

Superplastic forming is an attractive process in the sheet forming of lightweight alloys 

with superplasticity. It has some advantages, such as forming large and intricate 

workpieces, excellent precision and fine surface finish, and little springback or residual 

stress in the formed parts. The study of this forming process mainly comprises of the 

material selection, processing technique, microstructure evolution and finite element 

modeling. Technology gaps in the improvement of superplastic forming come from the 

specific requirements of the process as follows: 

1. High cost material: Superplastic materials need to have small grain sizes and 

to be thermal stable during forming at elevated temperature. Therefore, an 

alternative process that can form normal material (namely non-superplastic 

grade) is required. 

2. Low production rate: The typical forming time for superplastic process lies 

between 30 to 120 min depending on the parts, while the forming strain rate is 

in the range of 10
-5

 to 10
-3

 s
-1

. To address the limitations, it is essential to 

promote the development of a fast-forming technique for mass production, e.g. 

for aerospace and automotive applications. 
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3. High forming temperature range: Mostly, the temperature for superplastic 

forming is higher than 0.5Tm. At these temperatures, some of the materials may 

encounter problems, such as oxidation at the grain boundary that reduces the 

ductility (e.g. for Ti-6Al-4V) or grain growth that causes unstable forming 

behavior (e.g. for magnesium alloy AZ31 and aluminum alloy AA5083). 

4. High degree of thinning: The material is normally subjected to pure stretching 

stress during conventional SPF. The expansion ratio relies significantly on the 

formability at the prescribed strain rates and temperatures. 
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

 

3.1 MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION 

3.1.1 Materials for Study 

AA5083 is a non-heat-treatable aluminum alloy possessing moderate to good 

mechanical strength (155 − 300 MPa) and excellent resistance to corrosion. Ti-6Al-4V 

is characterized as an alpha rich alpha-beta titanium alloy. In this study, non-

superplastic grade AA5083 sheets with thickness of 3 mm were used for tensile test 

and superplastic-like forming. Ti-6Al-4V alloy sheets with thickness of 1.6 mm were 

used to expand the application of superplastic-like forming process. The compositions 

of AA5083 and Ti-6Al-4V alloys are provided in Tables 3-1 and 3-2, respectively. 

 

Table 3-1 Compositions (weight percentage) of AA5083. 

Element Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Ti Zn Al 

AA5083 0.19 0.36 0.04 0.6 4.5 0.11 0.02 0.03 Remainder 

 

Table 3-2 Compositions (weight percentage) of Ti-6Al-4V alloy. 

Element Al V Fe C N H O Ti 

Ti-6Al-4V 6.08 3.96 0.12 0.019 0.006 0.0011 0.11 Remainder 
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3.1.2 Microstructure Examination 

For AA5083 samples, an aging treatment at 150ºC for 24 h was carried out to 

successfully reveal the microstructure by decorating the grain boundary with 

precipitates [11]. The samples were then mechanically polished and etched with Graf 

Sergeant reagent (15.5 ml HNO3, 0.5 ml HF, 3 g Cr2O3 and 84 ml H2O). Figure 3-1(a) 

shows the optical microstructure of AA5083 in annealed condition. The grains were 

fairly equiaxed. The grain size was determined by the linear intercept method [55], 

measuring 12.9 µm in mean grain size. 

The specimens of Ti-6Al-4V alloy were etched using Kroll's reagent (5 ml HNO3, 10 

ml HF and 85 ml H2O). All the specimens used for microstructural observations were 

machined along the cross-section of sheet thickness. The microstructure in as-received 

condition can be seen in Figure 3-1(b), exhibiting inhomogeneous grain structures. The 

mean grain size was measured to be 3.4 µm. 

 

  

Figure 3-1 Optical micrographs of (a) annealed AA5083 and (b) as-received Ti-6Al-4V. 
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3.2 HIGH TEMPERATURE TENSILE TEST 

3.2.1 Tensile Specimen 

AA5083-H321 has been annealed for 2 h at 345ºC before testing and forming to obtain 

homogeneous formability and strength. Tensile specimens with 20 mm gauge lengths 

and 4 mm gauge widths, as illustrated in Figure 3-2, were cut from the annealed and 

formed AA5083. The thickness of as-received Ti-6Al-4V sheet is 1.6 mm, and the 

gauge length was determined to be 11 mm [78]. 

 

 

Figure 3-2 Dog-bone shaped tensile specimen (unit: mm). 

 

3.2.2 Tensile Test Procedures 

Tensile tests of the specimens were performed using Instron 8500 testing machine 

equipped with an electrical resistance furnace chamber. The specimens were tested in 

the temperature range from room temperature to 550ºC and at constant crosshead 

velocities, with the corresponding initial strain rates from 10
-4

 to 3×10
-1

 s
-1

. 
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The time required to raise the temperature to the desired value greatly depends on the 

test temperature, which could range from 1 to 40 min. In order to make it fully heated 

to the desired temperature, tensile tests were started 3 min after the preset temperature 

having been reached. Temperature fluctuation inside chamber usually was less than 

5ºC during the whole testing process. The machine was stopped immediately once the 

specimen fractured at its maximum elongation. The specimen was then water 

quenched so as to maintain its original microstructure in the deformation stage. 

3.2.3 True Stress and True Strain 

The true stress and true strain can give a true indication of the deformation 

characteristics of a material, because it is based on the actual cross-sectional dimension 

of the specimen during testing. If both parameters are all based on instantaneous 

measurements, the obtained curve is known as a true stress − true strain curve. 

The raw data recorded during the tensile tests are based on engineering stress − 

engineering strain measurements. Equations from (3-1) to (3-9) describe the different 

definitions of stress and strain. 

Engineering strain: 
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3.3 SUPERPLASTIC-LIKE FORMING 

3.3.1 Experimental Set-Up 

Dry graphite was applied as lubricant, and evenly sprayed on both surfaces of the 

workpiece. The superplastic-like forming was carried out on a Murdock 140-10000 

SPF/DB 100 Ton Press, as shown in Figure 3-3(a). The force can be varied up to 90.7 

tonnes (100 US tons), and operating temperature set up to 982ºC. Argon gas was used 
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as forming pressure for the bulging. Due to limitations of the forming press, the gas 

blow stage could be conducted with the maximum pressure of 4.2 MPa. 

Figure 3-3(b) shows the die assembly for superplastic-like forming. During forming, 

the entire furnace is heated to a preset operating temperature (namely global 

temperature). The lower die is equipped with 8 cartridge heaters, by which a non-

isothermal heating system is formed. The temperature in these specific zones will be 

maintained at a high level (namely local temperature). 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Experimental set-up of superplastic-like forming machine: (a) Murdock SPF/DB press 

and (b) die assembly inside the furnace. 

 

The technology proposed in this study is a combination of mechanical pre-forming 

(namely hot drawing) and gas forming (also called blow forming). This combination 

can take advantage of benefit of both drawing and superplastic forming to establish a 

fast forming process. The major components used in the process are illustrated in 

Figure 3-4 and described as follows: 
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Figure 3-4 Components of the die assembly for superplastic-like forming. 

 

1. Die: A rectangular die with three steps is used to demonstrate the different 

level of surface expansion. The surface expansion ratio of a sheet is defined as 

the percentage increase in surface area that occurs during forming. The three 

different steps indicate different deformation levels, with 80%, 135% and 

150% surface expansion ratios respectively. 

2. Blank holder: A blank holder was used to avoid wrinkling during hot 

drawing. Four series of disc-springs made from INCONEL material are 

utilized to apply load on it. The blank holder force as a function of the 

deflection of disc-springs is plotted in Figure 3-5. 

3. Punch: The punch was designed specifically for drawing the material into the 

die cavity before applying gas pressure on the sheet. The holding system for 

the punch is changeable so as to study the effect of hot drawing. Two punches 

with strokes of 20 and 43 mm were used. 

4. Sealing system: The sealing system was designed to ensure no gas leakage 

during blow forming. A lock bead was used in this process for sealing purpose. 
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Figure 3-5 Blank holder force as a function of the deflection of disc-springs. 

 

3.3.2 Forming Procedures 

The main principle of the hybrid forming process is to mechanical pre-form more 

material into the die chamber for further deformation during pressuring. As illustrated 

in Figure 3-6, the forming process comprises of three stages as follows: 

(a) Heating stage 

The workpiece on the die is heated to an operating temperature, which is 400ºC for 

AA5083 and 800ºC for Ti-6Al-4V. The cartridge heaters equipped inside the die are 

used for selective heating at the die radii to make the local temperature in those regions 

is about 20ºC higher than the operating temperature, as shown in Figure 3-6(a). 

 (b) Hot drawing and sealing stage 
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At this stage, the sheet is drawn into the die cavity by the punch at the working 

temperature, and as a result some material at the flange area flows into the deformation 

sections of the sheet. As shown in Figure 3-6(b), the punch moves down at a constant 

speed until it reaches a total displacement of 20 mm (or 43 mm) within 9 s. 

Subsequently, significant amount of blank-holder force and the lock bead are used to 

ensure that the flange area is sealed completely. 

(c) Gas forming stage 

After hot drawing, the pre-formed sheet is maintained in the hot die till the temperature 

adjacent to the corner radii rises to the prescribed level. Finally, argon gas is applied 

onto the sheet so as to further form the sheet into the die configuration, as shown in 

Figure 3-6(c). The rate of pressurization is normally determined by the application of 

finite element modeling. For AA5083 and Ti-6Al-4V alloys, the gas forming operation 

is completed within 8 and 16 min, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3-6 Schematic of the superplastic-like forming process: (a) heating and clamping, (b) hot 

drawing and sealing and (c) gas forming. 
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3.4 MICROTEXTURE DETERMINATION 

3.4.1 Electron Backscatter Diffraction 

To observe the internal microstructures during deformation, electron backscatter 

diffraction (EBSD) is the most recently developed scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) based technique. This technique was considered as an important tool for 

quantitative metallography [145, 146, 148, 193]. By using EBSD, it is possible to 

collect and analyze large sample populations of individual grains (microstructures) and 

their preferred orientation (textures). 

Figure 3-7 shows a schematic of the main components of an EBSD system. An EBSD 

detector system typically consists of a phosphor screen and a sensitive charge coupled 

device (CCD) camera for viewing the diffraction pattern. The acquisition suite of 

programs is required to acquire the diffraction data, index and analyze the diffraction 

patterns as well as display results and do further processing [194]. 

 

 

Figure 3-7 Schematic diagram of a typical EBSD installation [145]. 
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3.4.2 EBSD Specimen Preparation 

To investigate the evolution of microstructure and texture in different forming stages, 

the as-received (or annealed) and hot deformed samples have been characterized. After 

hot deformation, the formed part was immediately water quenched, and cut (across the 

transverse plane) for optical and EBSD observations. The AA5083 samples were 

initially ground and mechanically polished, and then electropolished in a HClO4 : 

C2H5OH (1 : 4) solution at room temperature and 20 V for 20 s. The Ti-6Al-4V 

samples were electropolished in a HClO4 : CH3COOH (1 : 8) solution at room 

temperature and 30 V for 30 s [195]. 

3.4.3 Operation of EBSD Mapping 

The EBSD examinations were conducted using a JEOL 7600F field emission scanning 

electron microscope (FE-SEM) with an Oxford Instruments HKL
®

 EBSD system 

working at 20 kV with a working distance of 24 mm and a 70º tilt angle. The 

CHANNEL
®
 5 suite of programs developed by Oxford Instruments was adopted to 

manipulate, analyze and display EBSD data. 

 

 

Figure 3-8 Cross-section of the sheet sample used for EBSD mapping. 
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The primary sample axes (CS0), e.g. plane direction (PD), transverse direction (TD) 

and normal direction (ND), have been brought into coincidence with the microscope 

coordinate system (CSm) by aligning the specimen surface. The mapping data were 

measured in the PD-ND plane, as the cross-section of the sample shown in Figure 3-8. 

During the course of forming, the sheet material was mainly stretched along the 

stretching direction. 

3.4.4 EBSD Data Acquisition 

For the texture and grain orientation measurements, an area of 0.8×0.6 mm
2
 was 

observed using a scanning step size of 2 µm. For the microstructure determination, 

individual specimen locations of 200×150 µm
2
 were investigated using step sizes from 

0.5 to 1 µm. For the data sets obtained from EBSD mapping, all the fractions of 

successfully indexed data pixels were higher than 85%, which was thought reliable for 

determining the crystallographic texture [196]. 

For the inverse pole figure (IPF) maps, the grains were colored according to 

orientation, with red, green and blue levels proportional to the three Euler angles 

(Euler contrast). Low angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) between 2º and 15º were 

depicted as white lines, and high angle grain boundaries (HAGBs) greater than 15º as 

black lines. In order to avoid spurious boundaries, misorientation below 2º was not 

taken into account. Grain size measurement was carried out in the EBSD software by 

determining the grain areas exclusive of border grains. 
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3.5 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 

A dislocation density-based model was coupled with the constitutive equations in the 

user subroutine interface FORTRAN, and was implemented in the commercial finite 

element code MSC.MARC. According to the actual process route, modeling was 

carried out to predict the hot drawing and gas forming procedures in sequence. 

For the first stage of the simulation, the load was applied by the punch displacement. 

The two-stepped punch moved down at a constant speed until it reached a total 

displacement of 43 mm in 9 s. During the second stage of the simulation, the punch 

was fixed and an external pressure was applied on the surface of the sheet. The 

pressure control in this loadcase was used to automatically adjust the pressure on the 

sheet to maintain the target strain rate at 2×10
-3

 s
-1

 throughout the forming, as the 

pressure cycle plotted in Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9 Pressure cycle predicted by FEM for gas forming of the pre-formed AA5083 sheets at 

400ºC and a target strain rate of 2×10
-3

 s
-1

. 
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It should be noted that, for a superplastic material, it usually has good superplasticity at 

a specific strain rate. However, the deformation mechanisms of superplastic materials 

differ from the non-superplastic grade. The non-superplastic grade AA5083 used in the 

experiment was deemed to be formed at the constant strain rate of 2×10
-3

 s
-1

, not only 

because it has a good formability lying between the strain rate of 10
-4

 to 10
-3

 s
-1

, but 

also due to the limitation of the forming press. The average strain rate of all the 

elements within the deformation area was maintained at 2×10
-3

 s
-1

 during gas forming. 

The predicted pressure schedule is presented in Figure 3-9. It reveals that a higher gas 

pressure is required with forming time in order to generate sufficient membrane stress 

as the panel curvature becomes larger. 

Friction is a complex physical phenomenon during sheet forming, as it depends on 

many variables [197]. The friction coefficients were varied with forming conditions, 

such as temperature, strain rate and normal pressure [198]. No direct measurement of 

friction coefficient between aluminum and tool material was carried out in this study. 

Coulomb friction model of bilinear type was applied in the simulations [199]. It has 

been indirectly predicted from forming experiments [200] that the friction constant was 

quite high with graphite as the lubricant, which was at the level of 0.4. According to 

the effect of friction [166], the thickness prediction was sensitive to the value of 

friction constant. Therefore, the friction coefficient of 0.4 was chosen to account for 

surface interaction between the sliding sheet and the die assembly. 
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CHAPTER 4 HIGH TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR OF 

AA5083 

 

Non-superplastic grade AA5083 was investigated during high-temperature tensile 

testing to study its formability. The results of tensile tests and microstructures were 

shown, which indicated the deformation properties under various operating conditions. 

The flow stress as a function of temperature and strain rate has been used to determine 

its formability. In addition, the strain rate sensitivity index (m value) was obtained. 

Microstructure changes, including cavitation and grain growth were also found as a 

result of the variations in strain rate and temperature. 

 

4.1 HIGH TEMPERATURE TENSILE TEST 

4.1.1 Tensile Test Results 

The tests cover the temperature range from 300 to 550ºC and the initial strain rate from 

10
-4

 to 3×10
-1

 s
-1

 on AA5083 specimens. The results of high temperature tensile tests 

are provided in Table 4-1. 

The largest percent elongation-to-failure is 93% for AA5083 at 500ºC. The results are 

fairly consistent with the trend that a higher elongation can be obtained at relatively 

higher temperature. However, the material used in this study is a normally rolled and 

annealed alloy, which cannot be considered as the superplastic material. More efforts 
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should be concerned to the formability and make it possible to be utilized under the 

superplastic-like forming conditions. 

 

Table 4-1 Summary of high temperature tensile test results of AA5083. 

 Strain rate (s
-1

) Yield Stress (MPa) UTS (MPa) Elongation (%) 

300ºC 

3×10
-1

 161 191 42 

10
-1

 155 176 45 

2×10
-2

 142 151 44 

10
-2

 138 146 44 

10
-3

 76 87 59 

10
-4

 29 47 64 

400ºC 

3×10
-1

 116 122 64 

10
-1

 86 94 70 

10
-2

 40 55 72 

2×10
-3

 30 44 80 

10
-3

 18 31 79 

3×10
-4

 14 22 70 

10
-4

 13 19 64 

500ºC 

3×10
-1

 71 73 93 

10
-1

 56 60 87 

2×10
-2

 24 28 84 

10
-2

 25 27 82 

3×10
-3

 19 21 75 

10
-3

 14 17 57 

3×10
-4

 12 14 42 

10
-4

 10 12 32 

550ºC 

3×10
-1

 51 54 87 

2×10
-2

 22 24 72 

10
-2

 21 22 72 

10
-3

 12 13 37 

10
-4

 8 9 21 
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4.1.2 True Stress – True Strain Curves 

Figure 4-1 shows the true stress vs. true strain curves for a series of initial strain rates 

at 300ºC. It reveals that the tensile stress increases with decreasing strain rate. 

Generally, weak strain hardening effect dominates all the tensile strains. The material 

exhibits higher strain hardening at strain rate of 10
-4

 s
-1

 as compared to that of 10
-2

 s
-1

. 

The enhanced strain hardening may be because of the occurrence of dynamic grain 

growth [11]. 
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Figure 4-1 True stress – true strain curves of AA5083 at 300ºC. 

 

The curves of 400ºC show the similar profiles as that of 300ºC, as shown in Figure 4-2. 

The flow stress is highly correlated with strain rate, from which it is a higher strain rate 

showing a significantly higher flow stress. The material exhibits low strain hardening 

at the high strain rates of 10
-1

 and 10
-2

 s
-1

. Furthermore, the flow stress also decreases 

significantly with increasing temperature. 
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Figure 4-2 True stress – true strain curves of AA5083 at 400ºC. 
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Figure 4-3 True stress – true strain curves of AA5083 at 500ºC. 

 

Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show the true stress – true strain curves at 500 and 550ºC, 

respectively. For the strain rate greater than 10
-1

 s
-1

, the curve exhibits a high (peak) 

initial stress within a small strain ( < 0.02), and a sharp decrease is found occurred 
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following the increasing strain. This is evidenced in dynamic recrystallization (DRX) 

[201]. DRX may commence well before the peak stress during hot deformation where 

the deformed grains are replaced by strain free (recrystallized) grains [150]. 

It appears that the flow stress shows a wide range ( > 0.02) of steady state, where it 

gradually falls with increasing strain. However, recrystallization can only be found at 

the faster strain rates ( ̇ ≥ 10
-1

 s
-1

 at 500ºC and  ̇ ≥ 10
-2

 s
-1

 at 550ºC), from which it 

can also be concluded that this kind of softening may be activated by the fast straining. 
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Figure 4-4 True stress – true strain curves of AA5083 at 550ºC. 

 

4.1.3 Percent Elongation-to-Failure 

The percent elongation-to-failure is used as a measurement of the formability of a 

material, and is typically a function of strain rate and temperature. The tensile 

elongations plotted as a function of log strain rate are shown in Figure 4-5. 
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The tensile elongation increases with increasing strain rate and at temperatures greater 

than 400ºC. This trend is different from the superplastic materials with lower strain 

rate showing higher percent elongation-to-failure [49, 56-58]. However, the elongation 

does not vary much with strain rate at 400ºC. That is probably due to the influence of 

less cavitation and weaker strain hardening at lower temperature. The failure under 

these conditions is necking due to stress concentration at the failure tips. 

The percent elongation-to-failure at 500 and 550ºC increases with increasing strain 

rate, where it shows the largest elongation at strain rate of 3×10
-1

 s
-1

 and the smallest 

elongation at strain rate of 10
-4

 s
-1

. The maximum tensile elongation is 93% for 

AA5083 at 500ºC. There is an increasing amount of cavities and grown grains formed 

during tensile testing at high temperatures and very slow strain rates. As a result, the 

tensile elongation is much more decreased when the tensile test is conducted above 

500ºC and strain rate below 10
-2

 s
-1

. 
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Figure 4-5 Tensile percent elongation-to-failure of AA5083 as a function of initial strain rate. 
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4.1.4 Strain Rate Sensitivity of Flow Stress 

The flow stress as a function of strain rate at different temperatures is plotted in Figure 

4-6. It can be found that all the curves at different temperature show typical sigmoidal 

profiles. The flow stress increases with increasing strain rate. 
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Figure 4-6 Strain rate dependence of flow stress for AA5083 at different temperatures. 

 

The strain rate sensitivity index (m value), calculated from slopes of the log stress vs. 

log strain rate, is plotted in Figure 4-7. For superplastic behavior, m value is greater 

than or equal to 0.3 [41]. Unlike the superplastic material, a maximum m value of 0.41 

is obtained for AA5083 at 300ºC. The influence of temperature on m value can also be 

concluded from the plot. The peak m value seems to be decreased with increasing 

temperature. Additionally, the m value confers a high resistance to necking 

development and results in high tensile elongations [41]. Therefore, the maximum 

elongation coincides with the range of highest m value distribution. 
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Figure 4-7 The m values plotted as a function of log strain rate for AA5083 at different 

temperatures. 

 

4.2 MICROSTRUCTURES DURING HIGH TEMPERATURE 

DEFORMATION 

4.2.1 Microstructure Changes 

The microstructures of AA5083 tested at 300ºC with initial strain rates of 10
-1

 s
-1

 and 

10
-4

 s
-1

 in the grip and gauge regions are shown in Figures 4-8 and 4-9, respectively. 

As expected, the grains in the deformed samples appear to be coarser due to grain 

growth during high-temperature tensile testing. Compared within the two different 

tensile strain rates, the grains seem to be larger when testing is conducted under the 

faster strain rate of 10
-1

 s
-1

. 
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Figure 4-8 Microstructures of AA5083 tested at 300ºC and initial strain rate of 10
-1

 s
-1

: (a) grip 

and (b) gauge region. 

  

Figure 4-9 Microstructures of AA5083 tested at 300ºC and initial strain rate of 10
-4

 s
-1

: (a) grip 

and (b) gauge region. 

 

Micrographs of AA5083 tested at 400ºC with initial strain rates of 10
-1

 s
-1

 and 10
-4

 s
-1

 

in the grip and gauge regions are provided in Figures 4-10 and 4-11, respectively. It is 

reported that the initial heating prior to deformation causes recrystallization and the 

formation of equiaxed grain structure [49]. The increase in grain size caused by the 

longer cycle time is evident by comparing the microstructure in Figure 4-10(a) to that 

in Figure 4-11(a). In addition to grain growth, fine grains are visible among the coarse 

grains (in Figure 4-10(b)), which is ascribed to the occurrence of recrystallization. 
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Figure 4-10 Microstructures of AA5083 tested at 400ºC and initial strain rate of 10
-1

 s
-1

: (a) grip 

and (b) gauge region. 

  

Figure 4-11 Microstructures of AA5083 tested at 400ºC and initial strain rate of 10
-4

 s
-1

: (a) grip 

and (b) gauge region. 

 

The increase in grain growth caused by different temperature is obvious by comparing 

the microstructure changes in Figures 4-8 and 4-12. Similar to superplastic materials 

[49], the alloy shows much more grain growth at 500ºC. The average grain size of grip 

region is about 22.5 µm at 300ºC, while some of the grains grow as big as 200 µm at 

500ºC. The microstructure also contains a wide range of grains, in which there are 

many fine grains formed due to recrystallization, as shown in Figure 4-12(b). 
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Figure 4-12 Microstructures of AA5083 tested at 500ºC and initial strain rate of 10
-1

 s
-1

: (a) grip 

and (b) gauge region. 

  

Figure 4-13 Microstructures of AA5083 tested at 500ºC and initial strain rate of 10
-4

 s
-1

: (a) grip 

and (b) gauge region. 

 

4.2.2 Cavitation Phenomenon 

Cavitation has been observed in superplastic alloys including aluminum, copper, iron, 

lead, silver, titanium and zinc. The cavities are internal voids, which are located on the 

grain boundaries of the deformed material. Failure during superplastic deformation 

occurs as a result of the nucleation, growth and coalescent of internal cavities. In 
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general, as an important requirement, tensile stress plays a great role for initiation and 

propagation of the cavities within the superplastic regime. 

Formation of the voids or cavities at the intergranular locations of non-superplastic 

AA5083 is visible during tensile testing. Little cavitation is observed in the grip region 

of tested sample because of low tensile stress induced in this area, while much more 

and larger cavities are produced in the gauge region after tensile testing. 

Figure 4-14 shows the typical micrographs of the fracture tips, from which the 

influences of temperature and strain rate to the cavitation phenomenon and fracture 

behavior are obtained. It has been widely accepted that the failure is mostly due to 

external necking at a higher strain rate (Figure 4-14(a)); but it changes to internal 

cavitation at a lower strain rate (Figure 4-14(b)). Because of the inherent resistance to 

necking during deformation, it is possible for it to sustain a large degree of cavitation 

before fracture. It appears that the cavities have begun to coalesce with each other to 

form a larger void between grains. As a result, there are more cavities with the 

decrease of strain rate. 

The fracture tip has a jagged appearance especially at the low strain rates. This is most 

likely because the sample fractures along the intergranular cavities, as shown in Figure 

4-14(b). In this region, the section is weakened by these cavities and may no longer 

support the flow stress. In addition to the tensile stress, there appears to be an effect of 

temperature on the amount of cavitation, with higher temperature showing more 

cavitation than that of lower temperature. Comparing the microstructures at 300 and 

500ºC, it is found that there are much more cavities and grain growth at 500ºC. 
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Figure 4-14 Micrographs of the fracture tips of AA5083 tested at 500ºC: (a) 10
-1

 s
-1

 and (b) 10
-4

 s
-1

. 

 

Although the small tensile elongation indicates that AA5083 is a non-superplastic 

grade material, the relative low flow stress and moderate ductility at specific 

temperatures and strain rates can be taken into account. Hence, the moderate 

formability could be applied by using the non-superplastic material to exploit a sheet-

metal forming technology that does not require full superplasticity. 

 

4.3 SUMMARY 

Uniaxial tensile tests have been conducted at various temperatures and strain rates to 

investigate the high-temperature formability of the non-superplastic grade AA5083. 

The conclusions are summarized as follows: 

1. AA5083 exhibits relatively weaker strain hardening at a relatively lower strain 

rate. The flow stress increases with increasing strain rate for a given 

temperature. 
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2. The largest percent elongation-to-failure is 80% at 400ºC with a strain rate of 

2×10
-3

 s
-1

, and 93% at 500ºC with a strain rate of 10
-1

 s
-1

. The peak of 

elongation coincides with the range of highest m value. 

3. The grains appear to be coarser in the samples deformed due to the grain 

growth at the high temperatures. The mean grain size of AA5083 is about 12.9 

µm in annealed condition, while it increases to 22.5 µm at 300ºC and as big as 

200 µm at 500ºC. 

4. Dynamic recrystallization occurred during tensile testing at temperatures 

greater than 500ºC and strain rates faster than 10
-1 

s
-1

. The deformed grains 

appeared to be coarser with increasing test temperature and time. 

5. There were more cavitation accompanied by initiation, propagation and 

coalescence of internal cavities observed at higher temperatures and slower 

strain rates. The tensile samples fractured mainly due to internal cavitation at 

lower strain rates (< 10
-2

 s
-1

), but the failure mode changed to external necking 

at higher strain rates (> 10
-1

 s
-1

). 
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CHAPTER 5 SUPERPLASTIC-LIKE FORMING OF 

AA5083 

 

The purpose of this chapter is (i) to discuss the design of a prototype hybrid process 

and (ii) to investigate the process parameters (i.e. punch shape, temperature and initial 

sheet size) on the formability of AA5083 in terms of material draw-in, bulge height, 

thickness distribution and microstructure. 

 

5.1 FORMING PROCESS DESIGN 

5.1.1 Prototype Die Design 

From the prototype die design, a maximum surface expansion of 150% would be 

attained when forming a sheet into the three-stepped rectangular die. The surface 

expansion ratio of the sheet in this study is defined as the percentage increase in 

surface area that occurs during superplastic-like forming. 

 

Figure 5-1 Schematic of the surface expansion amount in the die cavity. 
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As shown in Figure 5-1, the three different steps indicate accumulative deformation 

levels, with 80%, 135% and 150% surface expansion ratios respectively. Later 

experimental work will show that, during superplastic-like forming of AA5083, the 

sheet have been almost fully formed at 400ºC attaining 137% surface expansion. 

5.1.2 Punch Design 

In the hot drawing stage, the sheet is drawn into the die chamber with the assist of a 

moving punch. The punch design has an influence on the amount of material draw-in 

which can minimize expansion by getting the bumped part sheet closer to the final 

configuration. For comparisons of the hot drawing process, two punches with strokes 

of 20 and 43 mm were tested. 

The punch geometry and drawing ratio are two key parameters to be determined. Since 

the die is a three-stepped cavity, the punch nose is therefore designed according to the 

die cavity geometry. The 20 mm stroke is used as the one-stepped punch to draw 

material sheet into the cavity within the die, as shown in Figure 5-2(a). For a greater 

amount of material draw-in, a longer (two-stepped) punch with 43 mm stroke is used, 

as illustrated in Figure 5-2(b). 

 

Figure 5-2 Schematics of punch geometry with two strokes of (a) 20 mm and (b) 43 mm. 
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Table 5-1 The effect of punch displacement on hot drawing process at 400ºC. 

Punch displacement 20 mm 43 mm 

Material draw-in length 10 mm 29 mm 
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Figure 5-3 The measured and simulated loads during hot drawing of AA5083 sheet at 400ºC. 

 

The influence of punch displacement on material draw-in has been studied. A 

comparison of the measured material draw-in length at 400ºC is provided in Table 5-1. 

The initial sheet dimension is 200×200×3 mm
3
. As the drawing stroke increased, the 

amount of material draw-in increased significantly as well. 

The variations of measured punch load along with stroke were given for the hot 

drawing stage. As shown in Figure 5-3, a comparison of the drawing load vs. stroke 

with the simulation results for AA5083 at 400ºC is also plotted. It was not possible to 

record the punch loads continuously during hot drawing, therefore the measurement 
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had to be manually performed at selected displacement. The maximum simulated load 

value is 141 KN, while the maximum measured value is about 150 KN. 

5.1.3 Conventional Superplastic Forming 

The non-superplastic AA5083 sheet has been deformed by conventional superplastic 

forming (pure stretching or blow forming) operation without the aid of mechanical pre-

forming. The gas pressure cycle was applied as same as that used in superplastic-like 

forming process (Figure 3-9). 

 

 

Figure 5-4 Cracking of AA5083 part during conventional superplastic forming showing a 

maximum percentage thinning of 65%. 

 

Cracking occurred, as shown in Figure 5-4, the cracking is situated at the area where 

the material is directly in contact with the die radii. The maximum bulge height was 

measured to be 50 mm. The maximum percentage thinning adjacent to the cracking 

location is 65%. Experimental measurements reveal that the pure blow forming was 

not able to solely form the non-superplastic AA5083 sheet due to the limited material 
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plasticity and formability at 400ºC. In order to obtain a good formed part, a drawing 

operation is therefore required to mechanically pre-form a portion of material into the 

deformation area in advance of blow forming. 

 

5.2 INVESTIGATION OF PROCESS PARAMETERS 

5.2.1 Effect of Punch Displacement on Formability 

5.2.1.1 Hot drawing with 20 mm stroke 

The 20 mm stroke was used to conduct the hot drawing operation. In the initial stage, a 

portion of the sheet was drawn by the punch at 400ºC, and as a result some material at 

the flange flowed into the deformation area. This operation was followed by blow 

forming of the bulged material into the die cavity. Material draw-in was calculated by 

measuring the length of 𝐿 − 𝐿1  at the location identified in Figure 5-5, which is 

similar to the approach used by Luo et al [138]. The line 𝐿  is the width of the initial 

sheet before forming, while 𝐿1 is the distance between the middle points of the flange 

area after forming. 

 

Figure 5-5 Illustration for measurement of material draw-in. 
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As shown in Figure 5-6(a) side view of the pre-formed component, a bumped sheet 

with punch displacement of 20 mm was obtained after hot drawing at 400ºC. Some 

material at the flange area was drawn inside the die cavity, especially at the middle 

edge of the blank (Figure 5-6(b)). Figure 5-6(c) shows the cross-section of the final 

part formed at 400ºC. 

 

 

Figure 5-6 Photographs of AA5083 sheet formed at 400ºC: (a) hot drawing part − side view, (b) 

formed part − top angle view and (c) cross-sectional part − side view. 

 

Table 5-2 Material draw-in length of AA5083 at different drawing temperatures. 

Temperature 

(ºC) 

Punch displacement 

(mm) 

Sheet size 

(mm
2
) 

Material draw-in length L0−L1 

(mm) 

300 20 250×250 6.4 

350 20 250×250 6.4 

400 20 250×250 6.9 

450 20 250×250 7.0 

500 20 250×250 6.2 
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More results at different temperatures are summarized in Table 5-2, which shows that 

calculating material draw-in levels by utilizing this method is proved to be effective. 

Furthermore, the larger amount of material draw-in is assumed to give rise to better 

formability and more fluidity for the subsequent operation of blow forming. 

5.2.1.2 Hot drawing with 43 mm stroke 

The dimension and geometry of the workpiece and punch have been redesigned for the 

purpose of enhancing the material draw-in level. The punch used in above work was 

replaced by a two-stepped punch with a stroke of 43 mm, as shown in Figure 5-2(b). 

The initial sheet size was also reduced into a dimension of 200×200 mm
2
. 

The material draw-in and bulge height are compared in Table 5-3. As the drawing 

displacement increases, the fractional material draw-in increases significantly from 5% 

to 14.5% at 400ºC. 

 

Table 5-3 Comparisons of measured material draw-in dependent on punch displacement and 

drawing temperature. 

Temperature 

(ºC) 

Punch displacement 

(mm) 

Sheet size 

(mm
2
) 

Material draw-in length L0−L1 

(mm) 

400 

20 200×200 10.0 

43 200×200 29.0 

500 

20 200×200 8.5 

43 200×200 29.6 
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Additionally, there is little variation found in material draw-in length when drawing is 

conducted using the same punch against different temperatures. It reveals that the 

punch displacement and geometry mainly influence the amount of material draw-in 

during hot drawing. The detailed size effect on hot-drawing formability will be 

discussed in Section 5.2.1.3. 

5.2.1.3 Drawing limit 

A considerable amount of material draw-in could be attained by using the two-stepped 

punch with a stroke of 43 mm, therefore, this punch are used for further investigation 

of hot drawing parameter, such as the optimal sheet-metal size. 

In order to determine the sheet dimension with good formability for hot drawing and 

the subsequent gas forming, a series of drawing was performed through a parametric 

study to compare the amount of material draw-in and the forming state (good or 

ruptured). Table 5-4 summarizes the material draw-in length dependent on the initial 

sheet dimension. 

The limiting drawing ratio (LDR) for first draw of aluminum alloys at room and high 

temperature are well known to be 2.1 and 3.0, respectively [77]. However, from the 

results of successful drawing operations, the maximum LDR values were measured to 

be 3.0 and 3.67 at room and high temperature (400 and 500ºC), respectively. 

Friction during conventional deep drawing comes from the sheet in contact with the 

blank holder and die wall. The friction between the sheet and die wall introduces 

localized stress concentration at this area and easily results in failure of the workpiece. 
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Table 5-4 Material draw-in length dependent on initial sheet size. The 43 mm stroke was used. 

Drawing temperature 

(ºC) 

Sheet size 

(mm
2
) 

Drawing ratio Draw-in Length 

(mm) 

Remarks 

RT 155×155 2.58 30 Good 

RT 165×165 2.75 28 Good 

RT 170×170 2.83 27 Good 

RT 180×180 3.00 21 Good 

RT 190×190 3.17 20 Ruptured 

RT 200×200 3.33 20 Ruptured 

400 160×160 2.67 31 Good 

400 170×170 2.83 30 Good 

400 180×180 3.00 30 Good 

400 195×195 3.25 28 Good 

400 200×200 3.33 29 Good 

400 220×220 3.67 26 Good 

400 230×230 3.83 Nil Ruptured 

400 250×250 4.17 Nil Ruptured 

500 165×165 2.75 31 Good 

500 180×180 3.00 30 Good 

500 190×190 3.17 30 Good 

500 200×200 3.33 28 Good 

500 210×210 3.50 29 Good 

500 220×220 3.67 26 Good 

500 230×230 3.83 Nil Ruptured 
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In the current drawing system, because of 5 mm die clearance (i.e. no contact between 

the sheet and the die wall), the (frictionless) material from the bottom of the cup to the 

wall can carry less drawing stress leading to a higher LDR at room temperature. 

Furthermore, the improved drawability at elevated temperature is attributed to a 

differential temperature method (higher temperature at the flange and lower 

temperature at the sheet center), which also permits an increase in the LDR at high-

temperature drawing. 

Figure 5-7 shows two photographs of the ruptured AA5083 parts during drawing at 

room temperature (RT) and 400ºC, respectively. At room temperature (Figure 5-7(a)), 

the sheet was ruptured when the initial size was 200×200 mm
2
. At 400ºC (Figure 

5-7(b)), the sheet was ruptured when the initial size was 250×250 mm
2
. As can be seen 

from the ruptured parts, the cup bottom tears off and is attached to the wall by only a 

small web. The failure encountered during RT and hot drawing is ascribable to too 

large drawing ratios with respect to sheet geometry. 

 

 

Figure 5-7 Photographs of ruptured AA5083 parts during drawing (a) at room temperature and 

(b) at 400ºC. 
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The cleavage of RT-drawn workpiece (Figure 5-7(a)) appears brittle features without 

apparent occurrence of plastic deformation on the sheet surface. Strain hardening is 

usually required to achieve good formability for deep drawing. Due to the poor 

ductility and limited achievable strains at room temperature, the drawing load 

transmitted from punch to the sheet can easily exceed the material strength, resulting in 

tearing off. However, material is not exclusively strain-hardened at high temperature 

since stretching can offer clear aid to deep drawing [77]. Therefore, as a comparison, 

plastic deformation took place at the fracture tip of the hot-drawn part (Figure 5-7(b)) 

showing localized thinning in the material adjacent to the punch radius. 

The material draw-in as a function of initial sheet width is plotted in Figure 5-8 

according to the data in Table 5-4. The scattered points represent the experimental data 

obtained at RT, 400 and 500ºC, while the dashed line is a linear fitting of those data for 

predicting the gradient of material draw-in length. The linear relationship at 400ºC can 

be represented by Eq. (5-1). 

 𝐿𝐷 = 43.5 − 0.078𝑊𝑜  Eq. (5-1) 

where 𝑊𝑜 is the initial sheet side length of a square piece (namely sheet width), and 𝐿𝐷 

is the material draw-in length. 

The drawing limit zone for hot drawing AA5083 sheet is identified in Figure 5-8, from 

which the draw-in amounts associated with the initial sheet size are clearly visible. 

It should be noted that, from the prototype die design, a sealing system was used to 

prevent the leakage of gas during blow forming. During the sealing stage, the sheet 

width after hot drawing is required to have a marginal value such that the sealing bead 
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could clamp the sheet flange completely. Based on the existing die assembly, the 

sealing bead width was preset to be 165 mm, as shown in Figure 5-9. 
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Figure 5-8 Material draw-in as a function of initial sheet width. The drawing limit zone for hot 

drawing is also indicated by the dashed lines. 

 

                                   

Figure 5-9 Illustration of the sealing system when forming a 200×200 mm
2
 sheet – top view. 
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Eq. (5-2) reveals the relationships of the minimum required flange width, initial sheet 

width and material draw-in length. 

 𝑊𝑓 = 𝑊𝑜 − 𝐿𝐷 > 165 mm  Eq. (5-2) 

where 𝑊𝑓 is the minimum required flange width. 

In the case of hot drawing, 𝐿𝐷 value predicted from Eq. (5-1) is used in Eq. (5-2), and 

the initial sheet width could be obtained as 

 𝑊𝑜 > 193 mm  Eq. (5-3) 

Additional, sheet metal allowance is required in order to effectively avoid the assembly 

error. Therefore, based on the existing die set, the initial sheet size was determined to 

be 200×200 mm
2
 for a balance between the maximum amount of material draw-in and 

the best sealing condition. 

5.2.2 Effect of Forming Temperature on Formability 

5.2.2.1 Bulge height 

The level of bulging into the three-stepped die cavity after mechanical pre-forming 

was obtained from a series of experiments conducted within the temperature range 

from 300ºC to 500ºC. After the introduction of the forming gas, bulging was present 

and the sheet formed corresponded to the inner die shape in 8 min. Figure 5-10 shows 

the bulge height profiles of formed parts against the different forming temperatures. 

The prototype die depth is 63 mm. The bulge height reaches as high as 58 mm at 

400ºC, which is nearly 92% of the full height. 
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In comparison with the results formed at various temperatures, there is more than 30% 

increase (38 to 58 mm) in bulge height as the temperature increases from 300 to 

400ºC, while the increase is less than 10% (57 to 62.4 mm) from 400 to 500ºC. As a 

result, the increase of bulge height in the temperature range of 300 to 400ºC is much 

higher than that in the 400 to 500ºC range. In addition, the changes of the 

microstructural features such as grain growth, cavitation and dynamic recrystallization 

have also been introduced in the formed component due to a higher forming 

temperature. The microstructure observations are presented in Section 5.4. 

 

 

Figure 5-10 Bulge height profiles of formed AA5083 parts at different temperatures. 
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Figure 5-11 Bulge height as a function of forming temperature. 
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5.2.2.2 Surface expansion 

In order to investigate how much percentage completion that the formed part reaches, 

surface expansion ratios at different temperatures were compared. The surface 

expansion ratio is defined as the percentage increase in surface area that occurs during 

superplastic-like forming. The maximum surface expansion ratio for the prototype die 

configuration is 150% representing a net-shape formed part. 

The forming temperature would not be as high as that for superplastic forming, 

because the expansion ratio does not depend solely on the formability of the material 

as more material is introduced into the forming area during the hot drawing stage. 

Table 5-5 lists the surface expansions at temperature ranging from 300 to 500ºC. The 

maximum gas pressure applied during gas forming was 4.2 MPa. 

 

Table 5-5 Surface expansion as a function of forming temperature. 

Forming temperature 

(ºC) 

Surface expansion 

(%) 

300 60 

350 106 

400 137 

450 140 

500 145 

 

It can be concluded that the surface expansion increases with increasing temperature, 

indicating the formability influenced by the forming temperature as well. At 500ºC, the 
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surface expansion reaches 145%. However, it should be mentioned that the sheet was 

ruptured when the forming pressure reached 2.7 MPa at 500ºC. The cracking is located 

on the dome center area, as shown in Figure 5-12. One of the reasons to account for the 

cracking is the limited plasticity of AA5083 (Section 4.1.3) and the occurrence of 

cavitation (Section 4.2.2) during high-temperature deformation. 

 

 

Figure 5-12 Cracking of the AA5083 part during superplastic-like forming at 500ºC. 

 

5.3 THICKNESS DISTRIBUTIONS 

5.3.1 Non-Isothermal Heating System 

During the initial stage of superplastic-like forming, the temperature was maintained at 

the lowest possible level. Only the temperature in some specific zones, such as corner 

radii, will be high in order to ensure that the material in that particular area has enough 

ductility to form at the designed corner radius. This technique is referred to as non-

isothermal heating system. Figure 5-13 illustrates the selective heating areas with a 
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higher local temperature, as compared to the other areas with a global (furnace) 

temperature of 400ºC. 

AA5083 sheet was initially mechanical pre-formed at 400ºC during hot drawing. 

Cartridge heaters were used to heat the die entry radii to a temperature high than 400ºC. 

As shown in Figure 5-13, the temperatures at different areas are monitored by K type 

thermocouples showing that the temperatures inside the die chamber are not uniformly 

distributed. The temperature variations may be due to the differences in heat 

conduction. 

 

 

Figure 5-13 Temperature distributions for the non-isothermal heating system. 

 

The comparisons of bulge height, thickness and surface expansion are summarized in 

Table 5-6. The bulge height was mainly affected by the material ductility and the gas 

pressure cycle during gas blow forming. Accordingly, the final bulge heights show a 

little variation (< 2%). The increased bulge height under non-isothermal conditions 
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may be due to a better flowability arising from the localized higher temperature. The 

thickness variation (< 6%) reveals that the higher bulge height leads to a thinner 

thickness. 

 However, the surface expansion is influenced significantly. The expansion ratio does 

not depend solely on the formability of the material, as more material is introduced in 

the forming area during the drawing stage. The reduced global temperature and the 

increased local temperature have ensured the sheet being successfully formed with a 

greater percentage completion. 

 

Table 5-6 Bulge heights and thinning under different heating conditions. 

Global temperature 

400ºC 

Punch displacement 

(mm) 

Bulge height 

(mm) 

Minimum 

thickness (mm) 

Surface expansion 

(%) 

Isothermal 20 57 1.5 121 

Non-Isothermal 20 58 1.4 130 

Isothermal 43 57 1.9 130 

Non-isothermal 43 58 1.8 137 

 

5.3.2 Thickness Distributions at 400ºC 

5.3.2.1 Non-isothermal forming using 20 mm stroke 

The sheet was almost fully formed without any failure on the surface by utilizing the 

superplastic-like forming process at 400ºC. In order to measure the thickness 
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distributions, the formed part was cut along two sections, as shown in Figure 5-14. 

From Figure 5-14(b) and (c), a thickness gauge was used to measure the thickness 

along the two sections from the dome center to the edge; each section was named from 

locations #1 to #12. In both of the sections, locations #3, #7 and #11 represent the 

inward corners, while locations #5 and #9 represent the outward corners. 

 

 

Figure 5-14 Illustration for measurement of thickness distributions of the formed part at 400ºC: 

(a) schematic sections, (b) section 1 and (c) section 2. The 20 mm stroke was used. 

 

The formed component shows no cracking, but exhibits localized thickness reduction 

near the part corners. Figure 5-15 plots the thickness distributions along the two 

sections, in which the localized thinning locations are easily observed. 

In section 1, the relatively higher variations in thicknesses occurred in the corner 

positions, where the sheet deformed largely inward from its surface to contact the die 

entry radius. This result is similar to the work of Kim et al [98], which was focused on 

magnesium alloys. However, the minimum thickness formed at the inward corner of 
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location #7. The maximum thickness reduction in this section was 54%. The result was 

influenced by the forming sequence, in which the sheet firstly came into contact with 

the die surface at the radii during free bulging. Material within this area was then 

locked against the tool by friction and gas pressure [41], as a result necking occurred 

due to the large strain developed. 
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Figure 5-15 Thickness distributions after forming at 400ºC. The 20 mm stroke was used. 

 

In section 2, the thickness distributes relatively evenly compared with that in section 1 

except at location #11. There is a thickening (with thickness of 3.29 mm) at location 

#11, which is due to the occurrence of compressive stress located at the corner radii in 

the die during bulging. The minimum thickness was formed at the dome center 

(location #1), and the maximum thinning in this section was 42%. Comparing both the 

thickness distributions along the two sections, there was less thickness reduction in the 

inward corners (locations #3, #7 and #11) in section 2. 
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5.3.2.2 Non-isothermal forming using 43 mm stroke 

The thickness is more uniformly distributed when using the 43 mm stroke, as 

compared to the thickness distributions in Figure 5-15. No sharp reduction is found 

from the thickness profiles, as shown in Figure 5-16. The thickness at location #4 

remains the same value of 1.8 mm as it was measured from Figure 5-15, while the 

thickness at location #7 increases from 1.4 to 2.1 mm after utilizing the 43 mm stroke. 

Furthermore, the thicknesses at other locations are also thicker than before. 

 

Figure 5-16 Cross-sections of the formed AA5083 parts at 400ºC: (a) hot drawing and (b) gas 

forming. The 43 mm stroke was used. 
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Figure 5-17 Thickness distributions after forming at 400ºC. The 43 mm stroke was used. 
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It has been found that, after adopting a longer stoke, the material draw-in length would 

increase, as can be seen from Table 5-3. The great amount of material draw-in could 

facilitate the use of non-superplastic material for blow forming. Subsequently, the high 

pressure gas was flown inside to form the designed shape or geometry. With the larger 

punch displacement, more material has been introduced into the deforming sections of 

the sheet, therefore leading to less localized thinning at the corners. 

5.3.3 Thickness Distributions at 500ºC 

5.3.3.1 Non-isothermal forming using 20 mm stroke 

In this work, the furnace was heated to a constant temperature of 500ºC, and the die 

radii were selectively heated to 520ºC. The local temperature cannot reach a higher 

temperature due to the heat dissipation in the non-isothermal heating system. 
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Figure 5-18 Thickness distributions after forming at 500ºC. The 20 mm stroke was used. 
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The thickness distributions at 500ºC along two sections are compared in Figure 5-18. 

Thickness values measured from section 1 show two sharp reductions that are located 

at the same locations (#7 and #11) at 500ºC as those at 400ºC (see Figure 5-15). 

The maximum percentage thinning at location #7 is almost 64%. The thickness 

gradients correlated to temperature changes during forming reveal that the increased 

temperature would cause softening and result in more microstructural defects in the 

deformation area, especially at locations #1 and #7. 

5.3.3.2 Non-isothermal forming using 43 mm stroke 

The thickness profiles measured from the formed AA5083 part when using the 43 mm 

stroke are plotted in Figure 5-19. In section 1, similar to the plots at 400ºC in Figure 

5-17, there are also two locations exhibiting localized thinning, in which the minimum 

thickness in this section was measured to be 1.5 mm at 500ºC. Stretching of the sheet 

resulting from the moving punch during hot drawing and friction between the sheet 

and hot die surface during gas forming are two main reasons that account for localized 

thinning at the two locations. 

In section 2, the minimum thickness is formed at the dome center (location #1), and 

the maximum percentage thinning is 47%. Thought the sheet is ruptured by cavitation 

at location #1, the thickness in section 2 appears uniform and not localized. Limited 

plasticity resulting in less ductility is one of the reasons that is responsible for the 

cracking. In addition, because of the more observed cavitation at the higher 

temperature, the material could easily rupture due to the initiation and interlinking of 

inner cavities. Table 5-7 summarizes the maximum percentage thinning occurred at 

different temperatures. 
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Figure 5-19 Thickness distributions after forming at 500ºC. The 43 mm stroke was used. 

 

Table 5-7 Summary of the results for AA5083 parts formed under non-isothermal conditions. 

Forming 

temperature 

(ºC) 

Punch 

displacement 

(mm) 

Section 1  Section 2 

Max % thinning Location  Max % thinning Location 

400 

20 54% #7  42% #1 

43 40% #4  37% #1 

500 

20 64% #7  64% #1 

43 50% #4  46% #1 
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5.4 MICROSTRUCTURES 

Only the parts formed using the 20 mm stroke were used for microstructure 

observations via optical microscope. For the part formed by the 43 mm stroke at 

400ºC, it is further examined by EBSD which will be presented in Chapter 6. 

5.4.1 Microstructures of the Formed Part at 400ºC 

Microstructures obtained after polishing and etching along section 1 are shown in 

Figure 5-20. There are evidences showing some grain growth and cavitation after 

forming from the microstructures of locations #3, #7 and #11. Every corner was 

divided into 3 zones for detailed observations, including interior, middle and exterior, 

as the schematic shown in Figure 5-20. 

The grains appear to be much coarser, especially in the middle zones. Because the 

grains can stretch much more in the longitudinal direction under high pressure, grains 

with large aspect ratio were also obtained. The grain aspect ratio at this section 

increased as a result of large strain and thinning, especially along the middle zones. At 

location #11, much larger grains were found, which was due to the long contact time 

between the sheet and the hot die. 

Cavitation is an important phenomenon when the aluminum is subjected to high stress 

and high temperature. Failure during deformation occurs as a result of the nucleation, 

growth and coalescent of internal cavities [41]. The maximum thickness reduction 

along this section was found at location #7, where the microstructure changes were 

also coinciding with the thinning results. More cavitation took place due to the high 

deformation in areas where cavitation had reached the highest level. With increasing 
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strain, the cavities grew along the grain boundary and coalesced with each other. 

Furthermore, dynamic recrystallization as a result of large deformation and high 

forming temperature was observed by comparing the microstructure changes. 

 

Zone Location #3 Location #7 Location #11 

Inward corner schematic 

   

Interior (I) 

   

Middle (M) 

   

Exterior (E) 

   

Figure 5-20 Schematic and microstructures of formed AA5083 at location #3, #7 and #11 along 

section 1 at 400ºC. 
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5.4.2 Microstructures of the Formed Part at 500ºC 

As compared to the formed part at 400ºC, the changes in the microstructural features, 

such as grain size and cavitation after forming at 500ºC, were monitored in order to 

obtain comparison results. Figure 5-21 represents the microstructures observed at 

500ºC corresponding to the same zones indicated in Figure 5-20. 

 

Zone Location #3 Location #7 Location #11 

Interior (I) 

   

Middle (M) 

   

Exterior (E) 

   

Figure 5-21 Microstructures of formed AA5083 at location #3, #7 and #11 along section 1 at 500ºC. 

 

The grains at 500ºC grow much coarser than they were at 400ºC. Because the grains 

were stretched along the stretching direction by the imposed pressure, the elongated 
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grains with large aspect ratios are found. From the thickness gradient along this 

section, the maximum thickness reduction is found at location #7. The grain aspect 

ratio at this location increases as a result of large strain and great thinning. With 

increasing strain, the cavities grow along the grain boundary and coalesce with each 

other. More cavities are also clearly visible from the microstructure at this location. 

However, little cavitation could be found at location #11, which is ascribed to the small 

sheet thinning during deformation. Large grown grains at this location also indicates 

the effect of high temperature and long contact time between the sheet and hot die. 

 

5.5 THINNING CHARACTERISTICS 

The process design and microstructure observations have demonstrated that AA5083 

sheets were successfully formed by the combination of hot drawing and gas forming. 

Further investigations on the experimental components, i.e. material draw-in, bulge 

height and thickness distributions, have determined the optimal process parameters. 

The non-superplastic grade AA5083 sheets can be pre-formed with good formability 

by a stroke of 43 mm and then blow-formed at a target forming strain rate of 2×10
-3

 s
-1

 

at 400ºC. The sheet thinning characteristics will, therefore, mainly focus on the final 

parts formed under these conditions. 

For the multi-stepped die, the three cavities named as top, mid and bottom cavity 

represent the accumulative surface expansion ratios of 80%, 135% and 150%, 

respectively. As shown in Figure 5-22, the top and mid cavities are rectangular parts; 

the bottom cavity is regarded as a spherical dome because the sheet material is freely 

bulged into this cavity during the last stage of gas forming. 
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Figure 5-22 Schematic of the three cavities and the accumulative surface expansion ratios. 

 

The factors that contribute to the thinning characteristics in rectangular parts are the 

local stress state and the geometric inhomogeneity. The difference in the local stress 

leads to strain rate gradients, and the strain rate gradients develop directly into 

thickness gradients [137]. The geometric inhomogeneity, as well as the rectangular 

parts, is studied in this section by experimental measurements. 
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Figure 5-23 Measured fractional thicknesses as a function of the width-to-depth (w/h) ratio for 

AA5083 part of the top rectangular cross-section. 
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Figures 5-23 and 5-24 show the thickness variations corresponding to various width-

to-depth ratios of the top rectangular and mid rectangular cavities. 𝑡 is the measured 

thickness along the cross-section. 𝑡  is the initial thickness of AA5083 sheet, which is 

3 mm in this work. It is revealed from the figures that the mid rectangular cavity 

produced a greater amount of localized thinning (maximum percentage thinning of 

40%), as compared to the top rectangular cavity (percentage thinning of 29%). 
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Figure 5-24 Measured fractional thicknesses as a function of the width-to-depth (w/h) ratio for 

AA5083 part of the mid rectangular cross-section. 

 

In Figure 5-24, the thinning strain when the width-to-depth ratio is higher than 10 is 

predicted to be maintained at a constant value. However, the measured values are 

decreasing with increasing w/h ratios. This is ascribed to that the material adjacent to 

the edge of mid cavity here also acts as a part of pre-formed material in the top 

rectangular cavity (Figure 5-23). The pre-formed sheet has undergone thinning before 
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it makes contact with the die surface at the sidewall. Therefore, the decreasing 

thickness gradient is obtained. As can be distinguished in the two figures, the circled 

points indicate the same location that has the same localized thinning value. 

The material used in the forming process is the non-superplastic grade AA5083 with 

small strain rate sensitivity index (m value). In such case, the effect of m value on the 

variations of thinning will not be included. It is assumed that the stress gradient in a 

forming dome causes a more rapid thinning rate at the pole [137]. The stress 

contributions to thickness variations during forming will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 5-25 Thickness strain as a function of the fractional height for AA5083 part of the dome-

shaped cross-section. 

 

Figure 5-25 plots the calculated thickness strain as a function of the fractional height 

(ℎ/ℎ ), where ℎ is the height on the dome at which the thickness is measured and ℎ  is 

the full height of the spherical dome. As the straight line shown in Figure 5-25, it 
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indicates the maximum thinning occurring at the pole, where ℎ ℎ ⁄ = 1. A maximum 

percentage thinning is predicted to be 44% when the material is fully flowing into the 

bottom spherical cavity. 

However, due to the limitations of the forming press, the maximum imposed gas 

pressure is limited to be 4.2 MPa, which is not high enough to deform the material 

fully into the multi-stepped cavity. Therefore, the maximum percentage thinning in this 

section is experimentally measured to be 37%, as the location indicated in Figure 5-25. 

 

5.6 SUMMARY 

Non-superplastic grade AA5083 sheets, with a peak elongation of 80% based on 

tensile test at 400ºC, was used in this work for superplastic-like forming. Compared 

with the conventional SPF of superplastic materials, the disadvantages of slow forming 

rate (usually more than 30 min) and high temperature requirements (mostly higher than 

500ºC) were overcome by conducting a mechanical pre-forming in advance of the 

blow forming process. Experimental tests have shown the feasibility of using the 

combined process to fabricate the non-superplastic sheet into a complex-shaped (multi-

stepped) part at a relatively lower temperature. The following results have been 

summarized. 

1. The influences of process parameters, i.e. punch geometry and forming 

temperature were investigated. The longer punch displacement introduced larger 

amount of material draw-in, and produced a better formed part with less thickness 

variations. The maximum forming bulge height increased with increasing 
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temperature. The drawing limit zone obtained experimentally is able to determine 

the optimal initial sheet size for hot drawing. 

2. By using the non-isothermal heating system, the higher local temperature has 

ensured the sheet being successfully formed with a greater percentage completion, 

as compared to the isothermal conditions.
 

3. The optimal forming temperature for AA5083 is 400ºC, at which it takes only 8 

min for the gas blow forming, and the process produced an almost fully formed 

part with 92% fractional height and 137% surface expansion. The forming strain 

rate during gas blow forming was maintained at 2×10
-3

 s
-1 

for a good material 

formability at 400ºC.
 

4. The minimum thickness was formed near the outward corners; and the maximum 

percentage thinning of the final part is 40%. The geometric inhomogeneity is used 

to discuss the thinning characteristics. Large stretching strains in the forming sheet 

as a result of gas pressure and friction between the locked material and die surface 

are believed to account for the localized thinning, especially for the part outward 

corners at location #4. 

5. Microstructure changes were found during forming, e.g. grain growth and 

cavitation, as a result of the large level of deformation. More cavitation and grown 

grains were observed during forming of AA5083 at 500ºC. 
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CHAPTER 6 MICROSTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

DURING FORMING OF AA5083 

 

AA5083 parts with near-net-shape and minimized sheet thinning were fabricated at 

400ºC. Fairly uniform microstructure can be achieved by this forming process. There 

was little understanding of microstructure evolution and texture transformation during 

forming, especially for the hot-drawing influence on microstructural development. To 

investigate the microstructural information, the annealed and hot deformed samples 

were characterized using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) technique. 

 

6.1 SAMPLES FOR EBSD MAPPING 

Figure 6-1 shows the cross-sections of samples taken from the formed workpieces at 

the end of two forming stages, i.e. hot drawing and gas forming. The different 

specimen locations chosen for EBSD mapping were labeled by numbers, and the 

location numbers at both of the cross-sections correspond with each other. 

In this study, the specimen locations to be focused on are mainly located at #1, #4, #6, 

#8 and #10, as indicated in Figure 6-1. It should be noted that since the process has 

adopted a non-isothermal heating method during gas forming (Figure 6-1(b)), the 

temperature (420ºC) at location #4, # 5 and # 6 is higher than that (400ºC) in the other 

zones of the forming sheet. 
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Figure 6-1 Cross-sections of formed AA5083 parts for EBSD mapping (a) after hot drawing and 

(b) after gas forming. 

 

Thickness distributions of the specimens after hot drawing and gas forming were 

plotted according to the location, as shown in Figure 6-2. The minimum thickness of 

1.8 mm after superplastic-like forming was found at location #4, in which the 

corresponding percentage thinning was 40%. 
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After observing all the microstructural features (grain structures and textures) over the 

entire formed part, it was found that the microstructure, misorientation and texture 

exhibited similarity at those selected locations (#1, #4, #6, #8 and #10 in Figure 6-1). 

The location #4, where maximum thinning occurred, was therefore chosen for 

investigation of microstructural characteristics, deformation mechanism and post-

forming properties. 
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Figure 6-2 Thickness gradients measured at different locations corresponding to EBSD mapping. 

 

6.2 MICROSTRUCTURE EVOLUTION 

6.2.1 Annealed Microstructure 

The typical microstructure of commercial AA5083-O (annealed) is shown using an IPF 

map in Figure 6-3(a). It is clear that there are many sub-structures with a high density 

of low angle grain boundaries (LAGBs, the white lines) assembling together to form 
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cells. These cells with dimensions of several micrometers were recognized as subgrain 

boundaries. The mean grain size of parent material is 12.9 µm, and the average aspect 

ratio of the grains is 2.3. All the grains with red <100>, green <101> and blue <111> 

orientations are near randomly distributed in annealed condition. 
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Figure 6-3 (a) EBSD map of annealed AA5083 showing a mean grain size of 12.9 µm and (b) grain 

boundary misorientation distribution. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 6-3(b) provides the frequency distribution of boundary misorientation angles 

for the annealed specimen. The theoretical distribution of a random set of orientations 

for aluminum was also displayed by a black solid curve (Mackenzie plot) [202]. It is 

obvious that there is a decreasing fraction of LAGBs in the range of 2 − 15º and a low 

peak value of HAGBs around 45º. The average misorientation angle was determined to 

be 19.1º. The fraction of LAGBs is 60%, indicating those subgrain boundaries were 

occupying most proportion of the boundary structure. 

6.2.2 Microstructure after Hot Drawing 

The microstructure after hot drawing is shown in Figure 6-4(a). When the sheet was 

hot drawn into the die cavity during hot drawing, it was assumed to be extensively 

dislocation-based (high strain-rate hardening) deformation and consequently the grains 

were elongated during this stage. Many grains were elongated to reach aspect ratios of 

2 and up to 12. The average aspect ratio was determined to be 5.3. By comparisons of 

the sub-structure (white lines) in Figures 6-3(a) and 6-4(a), it can be seen that the 

subgrain boundaries re-arranged (or grew) into brick-shape during hot drawing. 

Subgrain rotation is one of the mechanisms accounting for coarsening of the subgrains 

[150]. It also explains the occurrence of some high-angle grains within the elongated 

grain. The brick-shaped subgrains and grains influenced rapidly the misorientation 

angle distribution. As compared to the annealed specimen (Figure 6-3(b)), a decreased 

frequency of the LAGBs in the range of < 5º occurred with an obvious increase of 

HAGBs in the range of > 50º (Figure 6-4(b)). This trend is consistent with the 

observation that subgrain rotation and coalescence in the low-strain stage lead to strain 

hardening [146]. 
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Figure 6-4 (a) EBSD map of AA5083 at the end of hot drawing showing typical dynamic 

recrystallization and subgrain structures and (b) grain boundary misorientation distribution. 

 

Additionally, the proportion of boundaries in the mid-misorientation range of 15 − 50º 

increased as compared to that of annealed AA5083. The average misorientation angle 

after hot drawing, see Figure 6-4(b), increased from 19.1º to 22º and the fraction of 

HAGBs increased from 40% to 47%. Therefore, another deformation mechanism 

involves subgrain boundary migration [203]. Subgrain boundaries migration gradually 

(a) 

(b) 
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resulted in coarsening of the subgrains and grains, as evidenced in Figure 6-4(a). There 

still exist many subgrain boundaries (white lines) within the large grains, which have 

not completely migrated into high-angle grain boundaries (black lines) during hot 

drawing. 

A small amount of HAGB serrations are visible adjacent to the elongated grains after 

hot drawing, exhibiting typical geometric dynamic recrystallization (gDRX) [204]. 

These serrations on neighboring structures met resulting in pinching off the elongated 

grains [205], and consequently contributed to the increase of grain boundary 

misorientation angle as well. These recrystallized grains were also identified by 

measuring the internal grain misorientation below 3º [206]. The mean grain diameter 

of the hot drawn specimen was 9.4 µm, which is smaller than that of parent material 

(12.9 µm). The occurrence of the fine recrystallized grains and re-arrangement 

(rotation and migration) of subgrain boundaries seem to be the reasons to account for 

the decrease in mean grain size. 

6.2.3 Microstructure after Gas Forming 

Fairly uniform microstructure was obtained after completion of forming. The 

microstructure shows brick-shaped grains and subgrains, as shown in Figure 6-5(a). 

The mean grain size is 13.6 µm. By comparison of the grain structures before and after 

blow forming, it can be seen that most of the grains and subgrains have grown. The 

average aspect ratio of the grains was measured to be 4.9. The elongated grains with 

subgrain boundary arrays have illustrated the occurrence of subgrains re-arrangement 

as well. It is obvious that the brick subgrains have coarsened to as big as 20 µm. This 

is likely ascribed to subgrain boundary migration during blow forming. 
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Figure 6-5 (a) EBSD map of AA5083 at the end of gas forming showing brick-shaped grain 

structures and (b) grain boundary misorientation distribution. 

 

The average misorientation angle was determined to be 29.1º, and the fraction of 

HAGBs was 67%. As shown in Figure 6-5(b), there is a noticeable change in the 

proportion of grain boundaries with misorientation angles of 15 − 50º. As gas forming 

proceeded, the gradual transition from LAGBs to HAGBs occurred in the form of 

(a) 

(b) 
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subgrain boundary migration. By comparison of the distribution of boundary 

misorientation between hot drawing and gas forming, there is no rapid increase of 

HAGBs in the range of > 50º. Due to the absence of strain hardening, no obvious 

evidence of subgrain rotation was found during gas forming stage. Therefore, subgrain 

boundaries gradually migrated into grain boundaries, increasing the mid-

misorientation angles in the range of 15 − 50º. Subgrain boundary migration mainly 

occurred within the elongated grains, although the migration was not extensively 

completed showing some subgrain boundaries still retained after superplastic-like 

forming. In addition, dynamic recrystallization continued as gas forming proceeded, 

though in limited number, seemed to contribute to randomly distribution of the 

boundary misorientation angles. The fraction of the recrystallized grains was measured 

to be 4.5%. 

 

Table 6-1 Summary of grain structures for AA5083 obtained from EBSD calculations. 

Material Mean grain size (µm) Fraction of grain size < 10 µm Average aspect ratio 

Annealed 12.9 8% 2.3 

Hot drawing 9.4 16% 5.3 

Gas forming 13.6 11% 4.9 

 

Table 6-1 summarizes the grain information of AA5083 in different forming stages. 

The smallest mean grain size is found from the hot drawn sample. The decrease of 

mean grain size is mainly due to the inclusion of fine grains (grain size < 10 µm) when 

calculating the grain diameters, as can be seen from Table 6-1, where the fraction of 
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fine grains is increased. As gas forming progressed, the grain structure has a decreased 

fraction of fine grains. The decreased portion of fine grains is likely due to grain 

growth of these grains. As a result, these growing grains are not included in the 

calculation of small grains since they are already bigger than 10 µm. 

 

6.3 TEXTURE EVOLUTION 

6.3.1 Pole Figures 

Figure 6-6 provides the corresponding texture data in the form of {111} pole figures. 

The texture intensity values that were calculated by the CHANNEL software for 

strength of clustering at the poles relative to a random texture are illustrated by the 

smoothing contours. The texture intensity of 1.0 indicates a completely random 

texture. The orientations present here are near the typical deformation texture 

components [151], Copper, {112} <111>, Brass, {110} <112> and S, {123} <634>. 

 

Figure 6-6 {111} pole figures for AA5083 (a) in annealed condition, (b) after hot drawing and (c) 

after gas forming. 
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The contour lines mainly show symmetric shapes indicating that most of the 

components listed in the pole figures are present. For the parent material (Figure 

6-6(a)), the intensity value of 2.4 demonstrates a low level of texture. After hot 

drawing, it was found from the microstructure evolution in Figure 6-4(a) that the re-

arrangement of subgrain boundaries within the elongated grains and the occurrence of 

recrystallization might give rise to overall level of texture. There was some texture 

developing, reaching the maximum intensity of 4.9 during hot drawing (Figure 6-6(b)). 

Figure 6-6(c) shows considerable weakening of the texture as gas forming proceeded. 

The texture intensity dropped to 3.6 after completion of superplastic-like forming. 

 

Table 6-2 Proportions of three texture variants extracted from Figure 6-6. 

Material Copper, {112} <111> Brass, {110} <112> S, {123} <634> 

Annealed 16% 20% 35% 

Hot drawing 17% 35% 46% 

Gas forming 14% 28% 40% 

 

The proportions of each texture variant are summarized in Table 6-2. It is clear that the 

material, which has undergone hot drawing, contains more Brass and S textures as 

compared to it was in the annealed condition. The increase in the Brass texture 

component for aluminum alloy at elevated-temperature deformation has been reported 

by Bate et al [207]. The subsequent gas forming process would weaken texture 

intensity as the fractions of Brass and S textures decreased. One implication of the 
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variation was associated with the microstructure information, in which a proportion of 

LAGBs (or subgrains) accompanied with occurrence of dynamic recrystallization was 

rotated to a preferred orientation (Brass or S) during hot drawing. This is consistent 

with the subgrain rotation observed through hot drawing. However, the material that 

had been quickly deformed by drawing was then imposed to a relatively slow strain 

rate (2×10
-3

 s
-1

) in the gas forming stage. During this stage, grain growth and subgrain 

boundary migration were dominating, which have influenced the abilities of grains to 

rotate and in turn led to decreased portion of the texture. 

6.3.2 Orientation Distribution Functions 

As a high stacking fault FCC metal, aluminum mainly contains three types of texture, 

i.e. Copper, Brass and S components. Additionally, there likely exist some more 

texture components [150], such as Cube, {001} <100> and Goss, {110} <100>, that 

have not been identified by the pole figures in Figure 6-6. A detailed description of the 

textures observed before and after hot deformation is provided by the orientation 

distribution functions (ODFs), as show in Figures 6-7, 6-8 and 6-9. 

By comparison of the three ODFs, the primary texture containing Brass component, 

which was previously insignificant, predominate during hot drawing. The Brass 

component located at φ1=35º, Φ=45º, φ2=90º, have the texture intensity of 4.8, 10.2 

and 5.6, respectively. The increase of Brass component was consistent with that only 

after high strain-rate deformation was the peak in orientation density near {110} <112> 

retained [208]. This trend indicated that overall multiple slip occurred during hot 

drawing. However, the contribution of Brass component decreased with decreasing 

strain rate during gas forming. 
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Figure 6-7 ODF of annealed AA5083. The positions of typical texture components are indicated. 
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Figure 6-8 ODF of AA5083 at the end of hot drawing. The positions of typical texture components 

are indicated. 
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Figure 6-9 ODF of AA5083 at the end of superplastic-like forming. The positions of typical texture 

components are indicated. 
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The Goss, {110} <100> is recognized as a discontinuous recrystallization texture 

component [209], exhibiting a very weak intensity throughout forming. The increased 

Cube, {001} <100> component after hot drawing was removed during gas forming, as 

shown in Figure 6-9. Therefore, it can be concluded that the amount of slip system 

decreased as strain rate was reduced in the gas forming stage. 

It is clear that the ODF after gas forming revealed splitting of the Brass component in 

the φ2=0º section. This also represents formation of recrystallization texture [208], 

though limitedly distributed in the microstructure after superplastic-like forming as 

shown in Figure 6-5. 

6.3.3 Inverse Pole Figures 

The crystals are commonly known to rotate towards either the <111> or <100> 

orientation for FCC materials depending on the starting orientation. In order to study 

the orientation of fiber texture in the case of hot drawing, the inverse pole figures were 

obtained to determine grain rotations during this stage. 

As shown in Figure 6-10, it displays a small concentration of grain orientation in the 

vicinity of <100> along the sheet plane direction (PD). The fiber texture after hot 

drawing, although not very strong, is found to be aligned along the plane direction with 

a maximum intensity of 4.18. The stretching stress applied by the drawing punch is 

deemed to result in the grain rotations. Additionally, during the course of hot drawing, 

a greater proportion of grains seemed to rotate in the direction of <100> compared to 

that of <111>. 
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Figure 6-10 Inverse pole figures of AA5083 (a) in annealed condition, (b) after hot drawing and (c) 

after superplastic-like forming. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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The inverse pole figure at the end of gas forming is presented in Figure 6-10(c), 

however, it is noted that the maximum intensity along <100> orientation dropped to 

2.42 after gas forming, which is similar to that of the annealed condition. In connection 

with microstructure evolution, subgrain boundary migration and grain growth were 

supposed to be responsible for the weakening of fiber texture in the gas forming stage. 

In addition, at intermediate strains, textures developed more slowly in coarse-grained 

materials [150]. Since the average boundary misorientation increased and fraction of 

LAGBs decreased after gas forming from Figure 6-5(b), the fresh and newly grown 

grains were then likely to be distributed randomly. As a result, the ability of grain to 

rotate was therefore weakened in this stage. 

 

6.4 MICROSTRUCTURE DEPENDENT MECHANICAL 

PROPERTIES 

6.4.1 Tensile Properties 

To understand the microstructural evolution and evaluate the mechanical response 

before and after forming, uniaxial tensile tests were performed to obtain the 

relationship between microstructure and mechanical properties. 

AA5083-H321 (parent material) and AA5083-O (annealed) specimens were used. The 

difference between the annealed and formed specimens is the deformation procedure: 

(i) the annealed sample was without any deformation, and (ii) the formed sample 

underwent microstructural evolution during forming. As shown in Figure 6-11, the 

tensile specimens were machined from the formed part. The tensile specimens after hot 
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drawing together with gas forming (GF), labeled by GF #4, #6, #8 and #10 here, 

correspond to the locations where the microstructures were observed in Figure 6-1(b). 

 

 

Figure 6-11 Photograph of the formed part showing the locations of tensile specimens. 

 

Figure 6-12 shows the tensile stress − strain curves for the parent (H321), annealed (O) 

and formed (#4, #6, #8 and #10) specimens. From the tensile testing data plotted in 

Figure 6-13, the elongations of formed specimens (#4 to #10) are a little higher (about 

5%) than that of the parent and annealed materials. The average yield strength (YS) 

decreased from 193 to 134 MPa, whereas the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) was little 

influenced showing identical values before and after superplastic-like forming. 

As has been discussed, the texture components and orientation density of the material 

before and after forming are similar; therefore, the strength of the alloy is likely 

determined by microstructure evolutions (e.g. grain growth and movement of sub-

structures). 
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Figure 6-12 Engineering stress – strain curves for AA5083 at different processing conditions and 

specimen locations. 
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Figure 6-13 Comparisons of yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and tensile elongation for 

AA5083 at different processing conditions and specimen locations. 
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The influence of grain size on yield strength of a material at room temperature is given 

by Hall-Petch relation [210, 211]: 

   =   + 𝑘1 
−1/2 Eq. (6-1) 

where    and 𝑘1  are material constants [212],    is the yield strength for a single 

crystal [210], in which solutes and particles mainly contribute to the yield strength 

[213], and 𝑘1 is a Petch parameter (unpinning constant) of yielding associated with the 

dislocation activity at grain boundary [211]. 

Due to the large grain sizes and high aspect rations after deformation, the grown grains 

are therefore responsible to the variations in yield strength of undeformed and 

deformed samples. The exact relationship for AA5083, however, has been rarely 

reported. From the investigation on the deformed aluminum by Hansen [214], a 

modified Hall-Petch relation was able to express the yield strength – grain size 

relationship with good agreement, yet the effects of grain size and strain on the Petch 

parameter 𝑘1 had varying tendencies when the dislocation concept was introduced into 

the theoretical interpretations [215]. 

The annealed sample (Figure 6-3) comprise a high density of subgrain boundaries (also 

known as dislocation tangles), as compared to the deformed samples (Figure 6-4). 

From Figure 6-5, the significant development in microstructure is the decreased 

fraction of subgrain boundaries and occurrence of coarse grains, as compared to that of 

sample before hot deformation (see Figure 6-3). Generally, the flow stress is 

proportional to the root of the dislocation density [169]. The strain hardening 

associated with dislocation motion [216] and subgrain [217] have revealed that the 

increased density of dislocation cells could result in a higher yield strength arising, and 
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vice versa. In this case, the material was initially tensile tested under identical 

conditions at room temperature. Therefore, in addition to the grain size, subgrains 

might also play a role [218], since the material after hot processing contained less 

dislocation motion, leading to a lower yield point. 

The yield strength and ultimate tensile strength of the annealed specimens are closed to 

that of the as-received AA5083-H321. This also corresponds to the stabilized 

microstructures before and after annealing, which is probably that the static annealing 

in the process here did not influence much on the changes of dislocation or subgrain 

boundary motion. Consequently, the structure was filled with high-density dislocations 

that would hinder the movement of dislocation during plastic deformation, resulting in 

similar yield strength as that of parent material (AA5083-H321). 

6.4.2 Microhardness 

On the basis of Hall-Petch relation, the hardness in terms of a similar relationship 

dependent on grain size was also connected to determine the variations in hardness 

[219]. The hardness of a material is proportional to the yield stress and has an 

approximate relationship of  𝑉 ≈ 3   for rigid perfectly-plastic material [215]. The 

plastic constraint factor 3, increases for high strain-hardening materials. 

For AA5083-H321, it is a strain hardened and stabilized alloy. The strain-hardening 

process during fabrication has introduced plastically deforming the metal below 

recover and recrystallization temperature (150ºC). This process produced some weak-

intensity texture components that could also retained after annealing, as can be found 

in Figure 6-7. For the specimens from #1 to #10 after forming, dynamic recovery 

generated the subgrain structure and increased internal dislocation density [205]. 
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Figure 6-14 Comparison of microhardness for AA5083 at different processing conditions and 

specimen locations. 

 

The LAGBs of annealed AA5083, as shown in Figure 6-3(b), has a fraction of 60% 

indicating a large number of entangled subgrain boundaries. The LAGBs fraction in 

the formed part decreases to 33% (Figure 6-5(b)). It is known that those subgrain 

boundaries are produced due to the movement and multiplication of dislocations [150]. 

The consequence of this process is that further plastic deformation will require more 

energy, or in other words, the annealed material is harder (higher yield stress) due to a 

more fraction of LAGBs, and vice versa. 

On the basis of hardness, Figure 6-14, the amount of recrystallization was calculated to 

be around 8% using a previous approach [53]. In addition, calculations based on the 

EBSD characterization showed that only 4.5% recrystallized grains was produced after 

forming at 400ºC. Both approaches have revealed the occurrence of recrystallization, 

thought in limited number; it seemed to contribute to the decrease of hardness. 
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6.5 SUMMARY 

The microstructure evolution and the variations in mechanical response were 

investigated in the stages of hot drawing and gas forming. The conclusions are 

summarized as follows: 

1. The maximum sheet thinning after process optimization is 40%. The yield 

strength of formed AA5083 decreased due to the microstructural features 

(coarsening of the grains and re-arrangement of the subgrain boundaries) 

occurred during forming. 

2. The annealed AA5083 contains a large fraction of subgrain boundaries and 

weak-intensity texture components. 

3. The main deformation mechanisms during hot drawing are subgrain boundary 

migration and subgrain rotation. The arrays of elongated grains and formation 

of new HAGBs containing more Brass and S components increased the texture 

intensity. 

4. The blow forming operation can weaken the texture intensity, mainly because 

the relatively slow strain rate (2×10
-3

 s
-1

) aided further subgrain boundary 

migration and grain growth. The initial fairly equiaxed structure in the annealed 

AA5083 was replaced by brick-shaped structures and a small amount (4.5%) of 

recrystallized grains during superplastic-like forming. 
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CHAPTER 7 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING FOR 

SUPERPLASTIC-LIKE FORMING OF AA5083 

 

A model based upon dislocation density and calibrated using tensile test data yielded a 

good description of the deformation behavior of non-superplastic grade AA5083. The 

deformation behavior under tensile test conditions was then studied by post processing 

in connection with the physical-based model. This model can inherently incorporate 

the physics of plasticity over a large strain, strain rate and temperature range. 

Henceforth, it was implemented into macroscopic simulations for the superplastic-like 

forming process at 400 and 500ºC. Finite element modeling (FEM) results were 

obtained for evaluating the thickness uniformity and thinning characteristics after 

deformation and this method has been validated between the simulation and 

experimental data. 

 

7.1 FLOW STRESS MODEL AND ITS EVOLUTION 

7.1.1 Material Model 

The isotropic hardening/softening and restoration behavior are employed to describe 

the evolution of flow stress. The flow stress is assumed to consist of two parts, as 

discussed by Bergström [169] and Kock [220]. 

   =  𝐺 +  ∗  Eq. (7-1) 
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where  𝐺  is the athermal stress contribution from the long-range interactions of the 

dislocation substructure, and  ∗  is the friction stress needed to move dislocations 

through the lattice and to pass short-range obstacles. Thermal vibrations can assist the 

stress to overcome these obstacles. 

The long-range term (athermal stress) in Eq. (7-1) is written as 

  𝐺 = 𝑚 𝐺𝑏√𝜌   Eq. (7-2) 

where m is the Taylor orientation factor translating the effect of the resolved shear 

stress in different slip systems into effective stress and strain quantities. α is a 

proportionality factor, G is the shear modulus, b is the Burger’s vector and 𝜌  is the 

immobile dislocation density [169]. Contributions from the Hall-Petch effect and 

solute hardening are accounted for indirectly via the initial dislocation density. The 

evolution of the long-range term is quite insensitive to the value of the used initial 

dislocation density. The contribution from precipitate hardening is not needed for the 

current material. 

The second term (friction stress) in Eq. (7-1), the strain rate dependent part of the yield 

stress and the short-range stress component [221], is written as 

  ∗ = 𝜏 𝐺 [1 − [
𝑘𝑇

 𝑓0𝐺𝑏3
ln (

�̇̅�𝑟𝑒𝑓

�̇̅�𝑝
)]
1/𝑞

]

1/𝑝

  Eq. (7-3) 

where     is the free energy required to overcome the lattice resistance or obstacles 

without aid from external stress. The quantity 𝜏  is the athermal strength that must be 

exceeded in order to move the dislocation across the obstacles [222].  ̅�̇�𝑒𝑓 and  ̅̇𝑝 are 

the reference and plastic strain rate, respectively. The other parameters for this model 
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are described in Tables 7-1 and 7-2 hereinafter. 

7.1.2 Evolution of Immobile Dislocation Density 

The basic components for the yield stress in Eq. (7-1) are obtained from equations (7-

2) and (7-3). However, the evolution of 𝜌  in Eq. (7-2) needs to be further computed. 

The model for evolution of the immobile density has two parts: hardening �̇� 
(+)and 

restoration �̇� 
(−) [223] as 

 �̇� = �̇� 
(+) + �̇� 

(−) Eq. (7-4) 

7.1.2.1 Hardening 

The BCC structured material has a sole plastic hardening state hardly influenced by 

temperature. In the case of FCC materials, such as aluminum and copper, the plastic 

strain is mostly dependent not only on the temperature but also on the strain rate [224, 

225]. It is assumed that mobile dislocations move, on average, a distance Λ (named as 

the mean free path), before they are immobilized or annihilated to immobile 

dislocation on the next cell. As a consequence, introducing hardening to the flow stress 

is required to interpret the effects of thermal obstacles during motion. According to the 

Orowan equation, the density of immobile dislocations and their average velocity are 

proportional to the plastic strain rate [173]: 

 𝜌�̇�
(+) =

𝑚

𝑏

1

Λ
 ̅̇𝑝 Eq. (7-5) 

where 𝑚 is the Taylor orientation factor used for polycrystalline metals. One further 

remark is that the hardening represented by the current model has ignored the initial 
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(small) strain effects on account of the weak strain hardening, especially for the 

deformation at the slow strain rates and high temperatures. 

The mean free path (Λ) for an FCC material can be computed from the grain size (𝑔) 

and dislocation sub-cell diameter (s) [226]: 

 
1

Λ
=

1

𝑔
+

1

𝑠
 Eq. (7-6) 

In this model, 𝐾  is a calibration parameter dependent on temperature. It describes the 

relationship between the dislocation structure and sub-cell size: 

 𝑠 = 𝐾 
1

√𝜌𝑖
 Eq. (7-7) 

7.1.2.2 Recovery 

With regards to the recovery process, the glide and climb of dislocations are introduced 

into this model since the primary focus is on the elevated-temperature behavior 

(namely hot forming). Based on the formulation by Bergström [227], the immobile 

dislocation density recovered by dislocation glide is proportional to the plastic strain 

rate as 

 𝜌�̇�
(−) = Ω𝜌  ̅̇

𝑝 Eq. (7-8) 

where Ω is a recovery function that is dependent on temperature and strain rate. In 

addition to the dislocation glide, this study together with a model for recover by climb 

is then deduced from Militzer et al [186]: 

 𝜌�̇�
(−) = 2𝑐𝛾 𝑉

 𝑉

 𝑉
𝑒𝑞

𝐺𝑏3

𝑘𝑇
(𝜌 

2 − 𝜌𝑒𝑞
2 ) Eq. (7-9) 
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where 𝑐𝑉 and 𝑐𝑉
𝑒𝑞

 are current fraction and equilibrium vacancy concentrations, 𝑐𝛾 is a 

calibration coefficient,  𝑉  is a self-diffusivity, and 𝜌𝑒𝑞  is the equilibrium density of 

dislocation. 

7.1.3 Evolution of Vacancy Concentration 

The annihilation of vacancies is diffusion controlled and takes place at grain 

boundaries and dislocations. In FCC materials, the concentration of strain-induced 

vacancy is significant due to their low diffusivities. A model for excess vacancy 

concentration with generation and annihilation components has been proposed by 

Militzer et al [186]. Assuming that only long-range stress contributes to vacancy 

formation and introducing mean free path (Λ), it is written as 

 �̇�𝑉
𝑒𝑥 = [𝜒

𝜎𝑏2

𝑄𝑣𝑓
+ 𝜍

 𝑗

4𝑏2
]
Ω0

𝑏
 ̅̇ −  𝑉𝑚 (

1

Λ2
) (𝐶𝑉 − 𝐶𝑉

𝑒𝑞) − 𝑐𝑉
𝑒𝑞 (

𝑄𝑣𝑓

𝑇2
)  𝑇      Eq. (7-10) 

where 𝜒  is the fraction of mechanical work for the vacancy generation, 𝜍  is the 

neutralization effect by vacancy emitting and absorbing jogs, 𝑐𝑗 is the concentration of 

jogs, Ω  is the atomic volume,  𝑉𝑚 is the vacancy diffusivity, and 𝑄𝑣𝑓 is the activation 

energy for forming a vacancy. It is assumed that the stress   in Eq. (7-10) is equal to 

the flow stress during a plastic deformation. 

7.1.4 Implementation of the Flow Stress Model 

To compute the flow stress evolution for arbitrary paths, the radial return algorithms 

from references [228-230] are commonly used. This requires updated internal variables 

and hardening modulus for each time increment. As shown in Figure 7-1, the input and 

output arrows to the strain – stress box illustrate the return method for the control 
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variables that need to be updated during a time step. The left superscript of each 

variable is the time step counter. 

 

 

Figure 7-1 The computation of internal variables and flow stress in FEM. 

 

For the stress – strain constitutive law, the plastic strain is an internal variable. It is 

replaced in the current model by two internal state variables, the immobile dislocation 

density (𝜌 ) and the vacancy concentration (𝑐𝑉). As a result, the vector 𝑞 with these 

variables is introduced as 

 𝑞𝑇 = (𝜌 , 𝑐𝑉) Eq. (7-11) 

For the stress-update algorithm, it is the solution of determining yield stress (  ) and 

plastic strain ( ̅𝑝) from these internal state variables. The hardening modulus can be 

defined as 
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  ′ =
d𝜎𝑦(𝑞)

d�̅�𝑝
 Eq. (7-12) 

A more detailed derivation of the flow stress model and its implementation can be 

found from Lindgren et al [222] and Ales et al [226]. 

 

7.2 CALIBRATION OF THE MODEL 

7.2.1 Calibration of Stress – Strain Curves 

Tensile test results of AA5083 at several temperatures and strain rates (from room 

temperature up to 550ºC and strain rates from 10
-4

 up to 10
-1

 s
-1

) have been adopted in 

the calibration. In order to make a comparison of the model and experimental results, 

the parameters used in the present model are summarized in Table 7-1. The tool used 

in the material model calibration is a MATLAB based program. 

Comparisons of experiments and predictions of the flow stress using the parameters in 

Table 7-1 are plotted in Figures 7-2 and 7-3. The stress – strain curves at a high strain 

rate of 10
-1

 s
-1

 and slow strain rates of 10
-4

 to 10
-3

 s
-1

 are plotted depending on low-

/high- temperature ranges. The measured values have been smoothed out so as to 

remove serrations or reading errors due to the testing. The dots denote measurements 

for different temperatures and strain rates, and the lines denote calculations by the 

dislocation density model. Only selected curves are plotted, and more calibration 

details based on various temperatures and strain rates have been carried out under the 

same conditions but not reported here. The overall matching shows good agreement 

between the computed and measured stress – strain curves. 
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Table 7-1 Known or assumed parameters for AA5083. 

Parameter Notation Value Dimension Reference 

Empirical coefficient α 0.3 --- [231] 

Boltzmann’s constant k 1.38×10
-23

 J/K  

Melting temperature T 638 ºC [31] 

Taylor factor m 3.06 --- [181, 182] 

Atomic volume Ω0 1.66×10
-29

 m
3
 [232] 

Burger’s vector b 2.86×10
-10

 m [233] 

Young’s modulus at 400ºC E 33 GPa [234] 

Shear modulus at 400ºC G 12.7 GPa  

Poisson’s ratio 



  0.33 ---  

Activation energy for forming a vacancy Qvf 1.23×10
-19

 J [235] 

Energy barrier for vacancy migration Qvm 1.09×10
-19

 J [236] 

Self-diffusion activation energy Qv= Qvf + Qvm 2.32×10
-19

 J [235] 

Initial vacancy diffusivity Dvm0 1.71×10
-4

 m
2
s

-1
 [237] 

Reference strain rate ref  10
6 

s
-1

 [238] 

Change in entropy for vacancy creation ∆Svf 1.92·k J/K [239] 

Fraction of mechanical work for vacancy 

formation 



 0.1 ---  

Formation energy of thermal jogs Qfj 3.53×10
-20

 J [222] 

Neutralization effect by vacancy emitting 

and absorbing jogs 
𝜍 10 --- [186] 

Initial immobile dislocation density 
0i  10

12
 m

-2
 [238] 

Equilibrium vacancy concentration eq

VC  3.04×10
-5

 --- [240] 

Initial grain size 𝑔 13.6×10
-6

 m  
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Figure 7-2 Measured and computed stress – strain curves for AA5083 at a strain rate of 10
-1

 s
-1

 

from 25 to 400ºC. 

 

 

Figure 7-3 Measured and computed stress – strain curves for AA5083 at strain rates of 10
-4

 and 

10
-3

 s
-1

 from 300 to 550ºC. 
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It should be noted that there is some deviation between the measured and calculated 

data within the initial strain hardening stage ( < 0.02), as can be seen from Figure 

7-3. The deviation might arise from the small hardening effect that is not taken into 

account in the material model. However, for the material that undergoes large strain 

deformation during superplastic-like forming, recovery (subgrain-boundary motion) 

will dominate the microstructural evolution and balance out the effects of strain 

hardening, leading to a constant flow stress at a given temperature. 

The temperature-dependent parameters are provided in Table 7-2. The quantity 𝜏 , as a 

short-range component in Eq. (7-3), is the strength that must be exceeded in order to 

move the dislocation across the barrier in the absence of thermal energy. The parameter 

    is the active energy that overcomes the lattice resistance or obstacles without aid 

from external stress [52]. The temperature-dependent variations in 𝜏  and     indicate 

that the short-range stress  ∗ is influenced by temperature changes. 

Among these parameters, Kc is an approximate value related to the dislocation sub-cell 

diameter in short range. Considering the mean free path from equations (7-6) and (7-

7), it can be concluded that a higher Kc value indicates larger sub-cell size and mean 

free path, consequently resulting in less hardening. There is an increase in Kc value 

when the deformation temperature increases from room temperature to 400ºC. 

However, because aluminum is a high stacking fault material, dynamic recovery is 

rapid and extensive at high temperatures [40]. Inasmuch as a larger portion of grains 

recovers at 450ºC or higher, there is an increase in the amount of subgrains. As a result, 

the hardening effects are likely to be weak as well. The parameter Ω is a parameter to 

describe recovery by dislocation glide and annihilation that can depend on temperature 

and strain rate. Calibration results have revealed that the recovery function increases 
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with temperature, while the recovery through dislocation climb 𝑐𝛾 is constant in the 

current model. The parameters p and q are used as constants in Eq. (7-3) for the short-

range components. 

 

Table 7-2 Calibrated parameters for AA5083 as temperature dependent. 

T (ºC) 25 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 

τo 0.013 0.017 0.02 0.03 0.038 0.055 0.046 0.051 0.06 0.06 0.06 

∆f0 0.3 0.3 0.35 0.37 0.47 0.48 0.56 0.71 0.8 0.78 0.8 

Kc 7.0 8.48 9.04 10.05 14.0 17.9 20.0 20.0 6.0 0.2 0.2 

Ω 14.35 17.68 23.03 24.05 30.0 94.9 110.0 109.5 126.2 132.1 139.0 

cγ Constant 0.0001 

p Constant 0.76 

q Constant 1.5 

 

7.2.2 Post Processing 

The computed immobile dislocation density at the typical temperatures and strain rates 

is shown in Figure 7-4. From the modeling predictions, the immobile dislocation 

densities at the strain rate of 10
-1

 s
-1

 are mainly located between 10
13

 and 10
14

 m
-2

. No 

direct measurement of dislocations has been performed experimentally. However, the 

acceptable forest dislocation value of AA6061 [238] have been determined to be of the 

order of 10
14

 m
-2

. Moreover, the immobile (forest) dislocation densities of pure 

aluminum [241] and Al-Mg-Cu alloy [182] deformed within slow rates and large 

strains at elevated temperature has been reported to be in the range 10
12

 − 10
13

 m
-2

, 

which is also corresponding to that of the computation shown in Figure 7-4(b). 
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Figure 7-4 Computed dislocation density of AA5083 dependent on (a) temperature and (b) strain 

rate. 

 

It can be observed that the density of immobile dislocations generated at a strain rate of 

10
-1

 s
-1

 decreases with temperature increase (Figure 7-4(a)), while it also decreases 

with strain rate decrease at the same temperature (Figure 7-4(b)). In addition, the grain 

growth as a function of temperature and strain rate has been included to account for the 

(a) 

(b) 
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immobile dislocation changes in the predictions. This properly reveals that the grown 

grains resulting in less hardening also lead to a lower immobile dislocation density. 

 

 

 

Figure 7-5 Computed vacancy concentration for AA5083 at 400ºC. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Because of the comparatively lower diffusivities, excess vacancies are more important 

in FCC than in BCC materials [186]. A correlation between vacancy concentrations 

and strain rate under the deformation condition is therefore computed. The vacancy 

concentration for 400ºC is shown in Figure 7-5. During high-temperature deformation, 

the vacancy concentration is evidently increasing rapidly with strain rate. In view of a 

decreasing dislocation density dependent on decreasing strain rate, the annihilation rate 

also complies with this trend, where a lower annihilation rate at the beginning of 

straining is present. At the same time, the rate of excess vacancy formation during 

deformation is predicted to be increasing in a small strain range (within the strain of 

0.01). Further observation has revealed that the vacancy concentration attains a 

maximum before reaching its steady-state value. 

 

7.3 SIMULATION OF SUPERPLASTIC-LIKE FORMING 

7.3.1 Element Description 

The model used for the simulation is presented in Figure 7-6. It comprises of punch, 

metal sheet and die sets. A quarter model and symmetry boundaries were used. The 

tools (i.e. die and punch) were modeled using rigid elements. For the workpiece 

elements, solid elements were necessary to accommodate for double-sided contact. 

This significantly increases the computational time, as it is necessary to have several 

elements in the thickness direction in order to improve bending characteristics. The 

solid-shell element, an eight-noded fully integrated hexahedral element, is specially 

formulated to overcome that problem by simulating a shell type element while 

facilitating double-sided contact [199]. The size of a quarter sheet used as the solid 
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shell is 100×100 mm
2
 with thickness of 3 mm. There are 1600 elements and 3362 

nodes defined in the material model. 

 

 

Figure 7-6 Solid shell elements and mesh of the simulation model. 

 

7.3.2 Thickness Distributions and Equivalent Plastic Strain 

The computed thickness distributions across the workpiece are shown in Figure 7-7. 

The contour bands display the different thickness regions. During forming, the sheet 

gradually contacted the punch radius and stretched as the punch moving down, as 

shown in Figure 7-7(a). Stretching occurred due to the resistance between the sliding 

material and punch surface. After applying gas pressure on the sheet surface, the 

material was locked in the vicinity of die shoulders by the gas pressure and die surface, 

as shown in Figure 7-7(b). The localized thinning, as indicated in Figure 7-7(b), was 

therefore found just near these radii, and was assumed to be correlated with geometric 

inhomogeneity during gas forming. The minimum sheet thicknesses at the end of hot 

drawing and gas forming were 2.66 mm and 2.05 mm, respectively. 
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Figure 7-7 The contours of thickness distributions in mm (a) after hot drawing and (b) after gas 

forming. 

 

Figure 7-8 shows the total equivalent plastic strain corresponding to the thickness 

distribution (Figure 7-7) of the workpiece at the end of hot drawing and gas forming 

stages. The high plastic strains are mainly present in the areas where the material is in 

contact with the punch surface in the hot drawing stage and the die radius in the gas 

forming stage. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 7-8 The contours of total equivalent plastic strain (a) after hot drawing and (b) after gas 

forming. 

 

The difference in thickness profiles from sample dome center to flange between the 

simulations and the experiments is plotted in Figure 7-9. The localized thinning areas 

from simulation and experiment appear at the same locations. The measured thickness 

values are smaller than the computed, especially in the vicinity of dome center (arc 

length < 30 mm). It is mainly during the end of gas forming, i.e. the sheet is filling the 

(a) 

(b) 
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bottom die cavity, that the measured and computed deformations diverge. For the rest 

of the areas, the computed thicknesses agree well with those measured. Additionally, 

the plastic strain predicted in the simulation reveals that a maximum plastic strain of 

0.65 was achieved. As for comparisons of thickness and plastic strain shown in Figure 

7-9, the two critical areas where localized thinning occurred were also found to have 

larger plastic strains when compared with the other locations. 
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Figure 7-9 Thickness comparisons between simulation and experiment along the cross-section of 

AA5083 part after superplastic-like forming at 400ºC. 

 

Table 7-3 Comparisons between simulation and experiment results at 400ºC 

Parameters Draw-in length Bulge height Minimum thickness 

Experiment 14.5 mm in a quarter sheet 57 mm 1.8 mm 

Simulation 15.2 mm 55.7 mm 2.05 mm 
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The calculated maximum bulge heights of the formed part are summarized in Table 

7-3, and it figures that there is about a deviation of 3% between the simulation and 

experiment. In comparison with the material draw-in level, they also show good 

agreements with each other. The overall match of the predictions corresponding to the 

experiment at 400ºC is good, except that the over-predicted thickness gradients at low 

arc length (< 30 mm). 

7.3.3 Equivalent Von Mises Stress 

Figure 7-10 provides the equivalent Von Mises stress computed for the formed part at 

three different junctions during gas forming. Zones experiencing high stress are mainly 

present in the areas where the punch is directly in contact with the forming sheet, see 

Figure 7-10(a). The higher stress concentration in the part can result in a higher strain 

rate at the same area. The stress-state difference between the inward and outward part 

radii in Figure 7-10(b) and (c) is approximately equivalent of the deformation strain 

rate in Figure 7-11(b) and (c), respectively. 

Additionally, simulation results have demonstrated that stress concentration of the 

areas in contact with the punch and die radii is mainly ascribed to the local geometric 

inhomogeneity. Therefore, the stress gradient of the sheet caused a more rapid thinning 

rate at these zones. It is expected that the deformation rate difference will accelerate as 

forming proceeded, leading to thickness variations and localized thinning in the 

formed part. 
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Figure 7-10 The contours of equivalent Von Mises stress in MPa (a) at the beginning of gas 

forming, (b) in the course of gas forming and (c) at the end of gas forming. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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7.3.4 Equivalent Plastic Deformation Strain Rate 

Figure 7-11 shows the deformation status of the metal sheet at three different junctions 

in the course of the entire forming process. The contour bands represent the magnitude 

of equivalent plastic strain rate. Although the gas pressure was applied according to the 

cycle presented in presented in Figure 3-9, it can be seen that the equivalent strain rate 

is not uniformly distributed over the entire sheet. This is due to the die geometry and 

loading features; it is often not possible to maintain the constant strain rate over the 

entire component [242]. 

Prior to gas forming, the material was drawn down by the moving punch in the hot 

drawing stage. In this stage, there were some initially localized thinning areas where 

the punch was directly in contact with the sheet. After imposing gas on the sheet, zones 

of the highest forming strain rate are found in these areas, as shown in Figure 7-11(a). 

When the material makes contact with the inner shoulders of the die, Figure 7-11(b), 

the material in that region is locked because of the interactions between the part 

geometry and the tool. The sheet forming mainly occurs near the area where the 

material is in contact with the die wall. Consequently, localized thinning is most likely 

to take place during this stage due to stretching between the locked sheet and flowing 

material. 

The outward corners, as indicated in Figure 7-11(c), are the last part to be filled and the 

material in these areas remains being formed at low strain rates, even to the end of the 

process. As a result, the percentage thinning there is smaller, see Figure 7-7(b), as 

compared to the other deformation areas. 
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Figure 7-11 The contours of equivalent plastic strain rate (unit: s
-1

) (a) at the beginning of gas 

forming, (b) in the course of gas forming and (c) at the end of gas forming. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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7.3.5 Validation of the Model at 500ºC 

The dislocation density model was further used during the validation simulation at 

500ºC. The comparisons of thickness profiles between the simulations and the 

experiments are plotted in Figure 7-12. There exit two computed thickness reduction 

locations, in which the minimum thickness in this section is computed to be 2.0 mm. 
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Figure 7-12 Thickness comparisons between simulation and experiment along the cross-section of 

AA5083 part after superplastic-like forming at 500ºC. 

 

The corresponding location with maximum thinning has a measured thickness of 1.5 

mm. As discussed at 400ºC, stretching when the moving punch comes into contact 

with the workpiece during hot drawing and geometric effects between the sheet and 

hot die surface during gas forming are two of the main reasons that account for the 

thickness reduction at the two locations. In addition, aluminum alloys underwent major 

microstructural changes during hot forming, especially above 500ºC. The 
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microstructural features of recrystallization, grain growth and cavitation are other 

reasons that have influenced the high-temperature formability, and therefore, may 

cause the deviation. 

Table 7-4 lists the detailed comparisons between simulation and experiment performed 

at 500ºC. The variations of material draw-in length and bulging height between the 

simulation and experiment are within 7%. The simulation did not capture the full 

extent of boundary conditions. The simulation predicted the entire forming process at 

500ºC with fairly good agreement with experiment, especially to illustrate the 

localized thinning locations. 

 

Table 7-4 Comparisons between simulation and experiment results at 500ºC. 

Parameters Draw-in length Bulge height Minimum thickness 

Experiment 14.5 mm 58 mm 1.5 mm 

Simulation 15.8 mm 55 mm 2.0 mm 

 

7.4 DISCUSSION 

7.4.1 Microstructure Features 

In this study, the material model assumes a dislocation glide mechanism with 

hardening and recovery contributions. This may not always be valid, especially at 

extreme temperatures, where dynamic recrystallization may occur during hot 
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deformation. On the basis of microstructure evolution (Section 6.2.3) and hardness 

discussion (Section 6.4.2), the occurrence of a limited amount of recrystallization was 

evidenced. Because of grain growth after deformation, the grown grains with high 

aspect ratios are responsible to the decrease of hardness as well. 

Dynamic recrystallization as well as grain growth was neglected, and the model is 

aimed at expressing the material deformation from room temperature up to high 

temperatures for aluminum alloys. In particular, the superplastic-like forming process 

is looking at ways of expanding the use of sheet forming for faster forming times and 

lower temperatures (e.g. warm working condition is preferable). In spite of the 

limitations above, application of the model to various conditions with a set of intrinsic 

parameters is suitable to account for low-temperature as well as high-temperature 

plasticity against various strain rates. 

7.4.2 Boundary Conditions 

The actual differences in set-up and boundary conditions explain the deviation in 

thickness gradients between experiments and simulations in the sheet center region 

(arc length < 30 mm). Figure 7-13(a) shows the cross-sectional illustration at the end 

of hot drawing. It also represents the beginning of gas forming, during which the argon 

gas is introduced via the gas inlet onto the sheet surface. 

According to the experimental route, the assembly temperature, i.e. punch and die 

temperature, is preset at 400 or 500ºC depending on the forming condition. In reality, 

the die is in contact with the sheet at the edge rather than the center leading to 

temperature variations across the plate in the pre-heating stage. During hot drawing, 

the sheet center region is heated due to the heat conduction from the hot punch nose to 
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the sheet, gradually leading to a higher temperature at the punch contact region, as 

indicated in Figure 7-13(a). The punch contact region corresponds to the sheet center 

region, which is within the arc length of 30 mm. The temperature gradients would 

cause strength inhomogeneity in the forming sheet. 

 

 

 

Figure 7-13 Schematic of temperature and pressure homogeneity at the end of hot drawing: (a) 

experiment and (b) simulation. 

 

Additionally, the gas pressure was initially imposed via the gas inlet only on the punch 

contact region with high temperature, which would result in a rapid strain (thinning) 

(a) 

(b) 
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rate at the sheet center. Therefore, the inhomogeneity of the temperature (non-

isothermal heating) and pressure developed directly into thickness gradients. However, 

this is not reflected in the simulations as can be seen through the thickness predictions 

which start to deviate from the dome center to the arc length of approximately 30 mm 

in Figures 7-9 and 7-12. 

Another important cause for the deviation is the finite element discretization. At the 

center of the model, where the die has a sharp curvature, more elements are really 

needed to describe the geometry correctly. However, the thick shell element 

formulation used requires a certain aspect ratio between the thickness of the element 

and the sides of the element to work well. Increasing the number of elements has the 

side effect of making this aspect ratio worse. An option could be to use solid elements 

instead of solid shell elements. But then it would be necessary to use four or more 

elements over the thickness of the plate to describe the bending accurately. 

Considering that the aspect ratio of solid elements should not be too large, it would 

make the model too large to handle on the available computing resources. Therefore, it 

was not investigated. 

As a convenient and efficiency method, FEM is usually adopted to facilitate the 

industry applications. The present theoretical approach is able to represent deformation 

behavior at various strain rates simultaneously under the same temperature. This is 

useful and often necessary in forming of complex-shaped parts, since there exist strain 

rate variations ascribed to geometric inhomogeneity. The results in this study for 

predicting the localized necking areas are consistent with experimental measurements, 

illustrating that critical attention should be paid to these areas with respect to the 

process/die design. 
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7.5 SUMMARY 

The physical material model based on the evolution of immobile dislocation density 

and excess vacancy concentration was constructed in the description of AA5083 

deformation behavior from ambient temperature up to 550ºC and strain rates from 10
-4

 

up to 10
-1

 s
-1

. Simulations of the superplastic-like forming process are promising, and 

match the experimental measurements when integrating the dislocation density model. 

The conclusions are summarized below. 

1. The flow stress model based on the concept of dislocation density has been used 

for the first time in sheet forming of AA5083 sheets at different temperatures. It 

was validated to account for the high-temperature plastic behavior in multi-scale 

computations. 

2. The main operating mechanisms, i.e. dislocation creep with hardening and 

recovery contributions, required the use of temperature and strain-rate dependent 

coefficients in the short-range term of the used model. 

3. When the sheet was initially in contact with the punch, the material was stretched 

by the moving punch, resulting in some thickness reduction. Simulations show the 

large plastic strain areas with corresponding thickness variations obtained in the 

formed part. 

4. The differences in stress distribution between the inward and outward corners of 

the sheet are ascribed to the local geometric inhomogeneity, and therefore, lead to 

variations in sheet strain rate. The strain rate variations during gas forming 

developed gradually into thickness gradients. 
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CHAPTER 8 SUPERPLASTIC-LIKE FORMING OF 

Ti-6Al-4V ALLOY 

 

Titanium alloys are sensitive to oxidation during high-temperature deformation. 

Therefore, lowering the forming temperature and increasing the forming rate are 

significant to accelerate productivity and make the superplastic-like forming process 

viable for higher production efficiency and better post-forming properties. This chapter 

sought to expand the advantages of the technology to the forming of Ti-6Al-4V alloy. 

The experimental measurements, such as (i) pressure cycle, (ii) material draw-in, (iii) 

bulge height, (iv) thickness reduction and (v) oxidation behavior were evaluated to 

justify the quality of the formed Ti-6Al-4V part. 

 

8.1 MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Since material is introduced into the deformation area during forming, a thinner gauge 

of the sheet can be used. As a result, the part will be lighter with minimum material 

weight and more material can be saved. 

In this case, Ti-6Al-4V alloy sheets with thickness of 1.6 mm were used. The forming 

temperature needs to be determined so that the sheet material is formed properly by the 

limited gas pressure. Uniaxial tensile tests were carried out at the temperatures ranging 

from 750ºC to 850ºC to investigate the high-temperature properties with the initial 

strain rates ranging from 10
-3

 to 10
-1

 s
-1

. 
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Figure 8-1 Engineering stress – engineering strain curves for Ti-6Al-4V alloy at (a) 750ºC, (b) 

800ºC and (c) 850ºC. 
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It is revealed that the alloy has a reasonable flow stress of 65 MPa during tensile 

testing at 800ºC and a strain rate of 10
-3

 s
-1

, as shown in Figure 8-1(b). Therefore, the 

forming of this alloy can be carried out under this condition. Although, it has a lower 

flow stress at a higher temperature, such as 40 MPa at 850ºC, another goal of the 

process is to minimize the forming temperature but to meet a good material integrity as 

well. In addition to flow stress, the tensile elongation is another criterion that is used to 

determine the optimal forming condition. As shown in Figure 8-2, Ti-6Al-4V alloy has 

percent elongation-to-failure of 300% at 800ºC when tested at a strain rate of 10
-3

 s
-1

. 
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Figure 8-2 Tensile percent elongation-to-failure as a function of strain rate for Ti-6Al-4V alloy. 

 

8.2 HOT DRAWING OF Ti-6Al-4V ALLOY 

During hot drawing, the amount of material draw-in is associated with the drawing 

temperature and the initial sheet size. Table 8-1 lists the material draw-in length 

dependent on the initial sheet size. 
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Table 8-1 Material draw-in length of Ti-6Al-4V alloy dependent on the initial sheet size. 

Drawing temperature (ºC) Sheet size (mm
2
) Draw-in Length (mm) Remarks 

800 180×180 38 Good 

800 190×190 36 Good 

800 200×200 35 Good 

800 210×210 32 Good 

800 220×220 30 Good 

800 230×230 nil Ruptured 

800 240×240 nil Ruptured 

 

The material draw-in as a function of initial sheet width is also plotted in Figure 8-3. 

The scattered points represent the experimental data obtained at 800ºC, while the 

straight line is a linear fitting of those data for determining the material draw-in 

gradients. The drawing limit zone for the hot drawing of Ti-6Al-4V alloy sheet is 

therefore shown, as indicated in Figure 8-3, where the draw-in amounts associated 

with the initial sheet size are visible from the predicted lines as well. The linear 

relationship at 800ºC can be represented by Eq. (8-1). 

 𝐿𝐷 = 75 − 0.2𝑊𝑜  Eq. (8-1) 

According to the calculation method discussed in Section 5.2.1, the minimum sheet 

width was calculated to be 200 mm. Therefore, based on the existing die set, the initial 

sheet size with an additional sheet metal allowance for a good sealing condition was 

determined to be 210×210 mm
2
. 
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Figure 8-3 Material draw-in as a function of initial sheet width for Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The drawing 

limit zone for hot drawing at 800ºC is also plotted by the solid line. 

 

8.3 GAS FORMING OF Ti-6Al-4V ALLOY 

8.3.1 Determination of Pressure Profile 

The whole die se was initially heated up to the operating temperature (750, 800 and 

825ºC respectively). The non-isothermal heating system made the local temperature at 

the die radii, as the locations in Figure 3-6(a), to be 770, 820 and 845ºC, respectively. 

Based on the tensile stress – strain curves, Ti-6Al-4V alloy has good formability with 

reasonable flow stress (65 MPa) at 800ºC and a strain rate of 10
-3

 s
-1

. The pressure − 

time (in minute) cycle, which was input into the forming press, was predicted from 

finite element method (similar to Figure 3-9) to maintain the sheet to be formed at a 

target forming strain rate of 10
-3

 s
-1

, as plotted in Figure 8-4. 
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Figure 8-4 Pressure cycle predicted by FEM for gas forming of the pre-formed Ti-6Al-4V sheets 

at 800ºC and a target strain rate of 10
-3

 s
-1

. 

 

8.3.2 Bulge Height 

Figure 8-5 shows the bulge profiles of formed Ti-6Al-4V parts against different 

forming temperatures. As the operating temperature increases from 750 to 825ºC, the 

bulge height increases from 50 to 57 mm. it appears that Ti-6Al-4V sheet is partially 

forming at 750ºC by the maximum applied gas pressure of 4.2 MPa. 

 

 

Figure 8-5 Bulge profiles of formed Ti-6Al-4V parts at different forming temperatures. 
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The isothermal (constant temperature) forming has been carried out to compare with 

the non-isothermal forming. The final bulge heights show a variation of 1 – 3 mm. The 

increased bulge heights under non-isothermal conditions may be due to a better 

flowability arising from the localized higher temperature. For the non-isothermal 

forming, the higher bulge height means a better formed part with greater completion 

and results in a small amount of decrease (0.1 – 0.2 mm) in the minimum thickness. 

The cross-sections of the formed Ti-6Al-4V parts at 800ºC and different forming 

junctions were observed to profile the bulge shapes. The profiles of the formed parts at 

three junctions, i.e. (a) hot drawing, (b) 2.1 MPa pressure forming and (c) completion 

of gas forming are shown in Figure 8-6. 

 

 

Figure 8-6 Bulge-height profiles of formed Ti-6Al-4V parts with different junctions at 800ºC: (a) 

hot drawing, (b) 2.1 MPa pressure and (c) completion of gas forming. 

 

When the gas pressure reaches 2.1 MPa during gas forming, the bulge height was 

measured to be 49 mm. After completion of gas forming at the maximum pressure of 

4.2 MPa, the part is further formed to reach a maximum bulge height of 56 mm in the 

end. Accordingly, an approximate surface expansion of 130% for the Ti-6Al-4V sheet 
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is achieved at 800ºC, as compared to that of 137% for AA5083 at 400ºC. The reduced 

global temperature (from 900ºC for conventional SPF to 800ºC) and the increased 

local temperature (820ºC) have ensured the sheet being successfully formed with a 

reasonable completion. 

8.3.3 Surface Finish 

Figure 8-7 shows the surface finish of formed Ti-6Al-4V parts from 750 to 825ºC. The 

surface is shining with little oxidation found on the sheet surface at 750º. The surface 

of the part formed at 800ºC is darker as compared to the one at 750ºC. A little 

oxidation formed on the bare sheet at 800ºC. When the forming process was carried 

out at 825ºC, more oxide film appeared on the sheet showing a darker surface finish, as 

indicated in Figure 8-7. 

 

 

Figure 8-7 Surface finish of superplastic-like formed Ti-6Al-4V parts at different operating 

temperatures. 

 

As the forming temperature increases, it influences the material integrity due to the 

occurrence of oxidation or microstructural defects. In order to meet the goal to 

minimize the temperature during forming at the lowest possible level, the optimal 
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temperature of forming Ti-6Al-4V is prescribed to be 800ºC after laboratory testing. 

Meanwhile, the local temperature of 820ºC at the designed corner radii is therefore 

used to incorporate a non-isothermal heating system. 

8.3.4 Thickness Distributions 

The sheet was almost fully formed without any macro (or visible) fracture on the 

surface by hot drawing and subsequent gas forming at 800ºC. Thicknesses were 

measured from the dome center to the edge along the cross-section. Each measurement 

(an average of three trials) was named from location #1 to #11, as labeled in Figure 

8-8. The thickness profile is plotted in Figure 8-9, showing a localized thickness 

reduction at location #4. The maximum percentage thinning here is 54%. 

 

 

Figure 8-8 Cross-section of Ti-6Al-4V part formed at 800ºC for thickness measurements and 

microstructure observations. 

 

The thickness reduction at location #4 was influenced by the forming process, in which 

the sheet initially came into contact with the punch nose during hot drawing. 
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Consequently, material adjacent to this area was then locked against the die surface by 

friction and gas pressure. The geometric inhomogeneity led to strain rate gradients 

during gas forming and developed gradually into thickness variations. As a result, 

localized necking occurred near the outward radius (location #4). 
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Figure 8-9 Thickness distributions for Ti-6Al-4V formed at 800ºC after two forming stages. 

 

8.4 MICROSTRUCTURE OF Ti-6Al-4V ALLOY 

8.4.1 Microstructural Defects 

The microstructural defects in the as-received and deformed samples were examined 

by optical microscopy. The microstructure of the as-received Ti-6Al-4V sheet cross-

section is shown in Figure 3-1(b). In the micrograph, the grain structure is not 

homogeneous showing various grain shapes. No obvious microstructural defect can be 

found on the alloy surface. 
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The deformed specimens after hot drawing and gas forming were sectioned from the 

localized thinning area (location #4 in Figure 8-8). After hot drawing, there were some 

micro-cracks found on the alloy surface. Figure 8-10 is the hot-drawn specimen 

showing that the cracks have penetrated about 5 µm into the thickness. The stretching 

stress induced when the moving punch made contact with the sheet during hot drawing 

would explain why cracks occurred on the sheet surface. No oxide layer is clearly 

visible on the formed sheet surface. 

 

 

Figure 8-10 Optical micrograph of pre-formed Ti-6Al-4V sheet cross-section during hot drawing 

at 800ºC. 

 

Gas blow forming follows the hot drawing operation to complete the superplastic-like 

forming of Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Figure 8-11 shows the cross-section of the deformed sheet 

with a layer of oxide film on the specimen surface. The average thickness of oxide film 

was measured to be 5 µm after forming at 800ºC. 
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Figure 8-11 Optical micrographs of formed Ti-6Al-4V sheet cross-section at location #4 after 

completion of superplastic-like forming at 800ºC: (a) low magnification and (b) high magnification. 

 

Cracks which formed during hot drawing retained on the part surface with a layer of 

oxide film overlaid. The cracks could extend during gas forming as local tensile stress 

was present along the horizontal direction (Figure 8-11). The penetration of the cracks 

introduced oxidation into the thickness which would accelerate thickness reduction at 
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this location. It is also clear that there are few cavities (micro-voids) found in the 

formed sample (Figure 8-11(a)), though in limited number. Those cavities may exist in 

the raw material before fabrication (rolling) in factory. They could coalesce and 

became visible after deformation. 

8.4.2 Oxidation Behavior 

It is well known that oxidation happens on the surface of Ti-6Al-4V alloy above 650ºC 

[117]. It is accepted that the oxidation of Ti-6Al-4V alloy follows a parabolic rate law 

and that a higher reaction temperature and a longer exposure time in air can lead to 

more oxidation in terms of weight gain. The weight gain for Ti-6Al-4V alloy oxidized 

in air at 800ºC for 16 min is about 1.2 mg/cm
2
 [117]. 

 

 

Figure 8-12 Optical micrograph of Ti-6Al-4V sheet cross-section after air oxidation at 900ºC for 

16 min. 
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Conventional superplastic forming of Ti-6Al-4V alloy is usually carried out above 

900ºC [8, 93, 109, 243]. For comparison with the oxidation behavior between the 

conventional SPF and superplastic-like forming, Figure 8-12 presents the optical 

micrograph of the Ti-6Al-4V sheet cross-section after oxidation at 900ºC for 16 min. A 

greater oxidation behavior with a corresponding weight gain of 2 mg/cm
2 

was 

measured at 900ºC. It is clear that a thick layer of oxide film is found on the sheet 

surface. The average thickness of the oxide film was measured to be 25 µm, as 

compared to that of 5 µm at 800ºC in Figure 8-11(b). 

Figure 8-13(a) shows the clefts of oxide film formed approximately perpendicular to 

the stretching direction during superplastic-like forming at 800ºC. The clefts tend to 

propagate across the sheet surface. As shown in Figure 8-13(b), the cleft penetrates 

further into the material, and it can result in more oxidation of the parent material as 

the forming process proceeded. The oxide film formed at elevated temperature is not 

dense. Inspection at a higher magnification shows that the oxide film comprises many 

oxide particles. Eventually, the ductility may be reduced due to less supporting cross-

section of the material, leading to a structural imperfection (lowering of the overall 

ductility). 

In order to obtain a better understanding of the oxidation in the material, the oxide film 

that formed at 800ºC was further examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD). Figure 8-14 

shows the XRD analysis of the oxide film on the Ti-6Al-4V sheet surface after 

completion of superplastic-like forming. From the diffraction pattern, the oxide is 

mostly identified as TiO2. 
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Figure 8-13 Clefts on the surface of the TiO2 oxide film formed at 800ºC: (a) low magnification 

and (b) high magnification. 

 

The higher the forming temperature or the longer the forming time, the thicker the 

oxide film and the weaker material formability [117]. Accordingly, a faster-speed 

forming that can form the sheet metals, especially for titanium alloys, at a lower 

temperature, is of great importance. It would weaken the negative influences of long 

forming time and high heating temperature on material properties during forming. By 
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comparing superplastic-like forming (800ºC) and conventional SPF (> 900ºC), the 

major advantages for superplastic-like forming is the lower forming temperature and 

shorter forming time that would lead to a lower oxidation rate. In this case, the 

superplastic-like forming process meets the requirements (e.g. fast forming and less 

oxidation) of manufacturing complex-shaped components very well. 
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Figure 8-14 XRD pattern of the oxide film on Ti-6Al-4V alloy formed at 800ºC. 

 

8.4.3 Microstructure Evolution 

Microstructure evolution in terms of the grain orientation maps are examined by 

EBSD. The specimens used for EBSD mapping were cross-sectioned from the parent 

and formed parts. The maximum sheet thinning after deformation occurred in the 

vicinity of location #4. The microstructures before and after superplastic-like forming 

were then observed at this location. The EBSD orientation maps of the grains in 

different forming stages, i.e. as-received, hot drawing and gas forming are shown in 
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Figure 8-15(a), (b) and (c), respectively. 
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Figure 8-15 EBSD maps of Ti-6Al-4V grains formed at 800ºC and different stages: (a) as-received 

material, (b) hot drawing stage and (c) after completion of superplastic-like forming. The maps 

were observed from identical location #4 in the formed parts. 
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As compared to the grain shape of the parent material (Figure 8-15(a)), some fine 

equiaxed grains after hot drawing (Figure 8-15(b)) were newly found located near the 

deformed big grains, possibly as a result of dynamic recrystallization. The 

recrystallization during hot drawing is not extensive. The misorientation histograms of 

as-received and hot-drawn specimens show a large number of low angle grain 

boundaries (LAGBs) with misorientation below 15º. The distribution of the high angle 

grain boundaries (HAGBs) is not homogeneous over the microstructures, with the 

HAGBs mostly located in the fine grain regions near the misorientation angle of 60º. 

The overall boundary angle distributions remained similar before and after hot 

drawing. This implies that the material incurred little subgrain boundary migration or 

subgrain rotation during hot drawing. 

The grain structure seems more random distributed after completion of superplastic-

like forming, as shown in Figure 8-15(c). The average misorientation angle and the 

fraction of HAGBs were calculated to be 47.5º and 84%, respectively, and close to 60º 

and 98% for the random misorientation distribution as predicted by Mackenzie [202]. 

The increased amount of HAGBs is attributed to the newly recrystallized grains. In the 

gas forming stage, recrystallization extensively dominated and subsequently produced 

a mass of new grains with HAGB misorientation. This also explains the decreased 

fraction of LAGBs after gas forming. 

Table 8-2 summarizes the grain structures obtained from EBSD analysis. Due to both 

occurrences of elongated and recrystallized grains during hot drawing, the structural 

information has not shown much variation from the view of statistics as compared to 

that in the as-received condition. As gas forming proceeded, the microstructure was 

characterized by randomly distributed equiaxed grains (average aspect ratio = 1.5) with 
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a mean grain size of 2.8 µm. Fairly uniform microstructure can be achieved with this 

forming technique. The increased HAGBs and reduced aspect ratio have revealed that 

the main microstructural mechanism of Ti-6Al-4V alloy during gas forming is 

recrystallization. 

 

Table 8-2 Summary of Ti-6Al-4V grain structures obtained from EBSD analysis. 

Material Mean grain size (µm) Fraction of HAGBs Average aspect ratio 

As-received 3.4 41% 1.9 

Hot drawing 3.1 39% 1.8 

Gas forming 2.8 84% 1.5 

 

8.5 SUMMARY 

As compared to conventional SPF, the optimized superplastic-like forming expands the 

advantages of this technology to the forming of Ti-6Al-4V alloy at lower temperatures. 

The optimal forming temperature is 800ºC. The non-isothermal heating system is used 

to improve the formability at critical areas during forming. The conclusions can be 

made as follows: 

1. The minimum thickness was found at the areas adjacent to the outward corners; 

and the maximum percentage thinning was 54%. The stress concentration due 

to geometric inhomogeneity at these locations is known to give rise to 

thickness variations in terms of localized thinning. 
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2. Microstructural defects during blow forming, i.e. cracks and oxide film on the 

part surfaces, are the other sources responsible for the thickness reduction at 

location #4. 

3. Weaker oxidization behavior with the corresponding oxide film thickness of 5 

µm was observed during forming at 800ºC, as compared to that of 25 µm at 

900ºC. 

4. Recrystallization is the main microstructural mechanism that occurred for the 

entire forming process. 
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS 

 

A novel sheet forming process has been designed by combining hot drawing and gas 

forming in a single operation to establish a fast forming technology. The hybrid 

process together with a non-isothermal heating system is defined as superplastic-like 

forming, which can significantly increase forming rate, improve thickness uniformity 

and reduce forming temperature for sheet forming. Target materials for this technology 

are lightweight alloys that are widely used in aerospace and automotive industries. In 

this study, the process design proved the capability to form non-superplastic grade 

(commercial) AA5083 and Ti-6Al-4V alloys. The following conclusions can be drawn 

from the research. 

I. Material Properties 

1. The annealed grains of AA5083 are fairly equiaxed, measuring 12.9 µm in 

grain size. The microstructure of commercial Ti-6Al-4V alloy is not 

homogeneous, showing various grain shapes with a mean grain size of 3.4 µm. 

2. The AA5083 has largest tensile elongations of 80% and 93% at 400ºC and 

500ºC, respectively. The Ti-6Al-4V alloy exhibits elongation of 300% at 800ºC 

and a strain rate of 10
-3

 s
-1

. 

3. Dynamic recrystallization of AA5083 occurred during tensile testing at 

temperatures greater than 500ºC and strain rates higher than 10
-1 

s
-1

. 

4. Non-superplastic grade AA5083 tensile samples fractured due to internal 

cavitation at lower strain rates (< 10
-2

 s
-1

), but the failure mode changed to 

external necking at higher strain rates (> 10
-1

 s
-1

). 
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II. Superplastic-Like Forming of AA5083 

1. The material at the sheet flange area was mechanical pre-formed into the 

deformation area before pressuring. A longer stroke introduced a larger amount 

of material draw-in, and therefore produced a better formed part with less 

thickness variations. 

2. The maximum bulge height increased with increasing temperature. A higher 

local temperature under non-isothermal condition ensured the sheet being 

successfully formed with a greater percentage completion. 

3. The optimal forming temperature for AA5083 is 400ºC, at which it is 

completed within 8 min for the gas forming phase. The forming strain rate 

during gas forming was maintained at 2×10
-3

 s
-1

 for good material formability. 

4. The non-isothermal process produced an almost fully formed part with 92% 

fractional height and 137% surface expansion. The minimum thicknesses were 

formed at the outward corners of the final part, showing a maximum percentage 

thinning of 40%. 

5. The main deformation mechanisms during hot drawing are subgrain boundary 

migration and subgrain rotation. Arrays of elongated grains and formation of 

new HAGBs containing more textured Brass and S components increased the 

texture intensity. 

6. The gas forming operation could weaken the texture components, mainly 

because of the relatively slow strain rate (2×10
-3

 s
-1

) which promoted further 

subgrain boundary migration and grain growth. 

7. The initial fairly equiaxed structure in the annealed AA5083 was replaced by 

brick-shaped structures and a small amount (4.5%) of recrystallized grains after 

superplastic-like forming. 
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8. The yield strength of formed AA5083 part decreased from 193 to 134 MPa due 

to microstructural evolution, whereas the UTS was not influenced showing 

identical values before and after superplastic-like forming. 

 

III. FEM of Superplastic-Like Forming for AA5083 

1. The main deformation mechanism, i.e. dislocation creep (subgrain boundary 

motion) with hardening and recovery contributions, was incorporated to 

construct the material model for AA5083 from room temperature to 550ºC and 

strain rates from 10
-4

 to 10
-1

 s
-1

. 

2. The dislocation density model was validated under tensile conditions and used 

in FEM to account for the plastic behavior of AA5083 during superplastic-like 

forming. 

3. Comparisons of simulations and experimental results indicated large plastic 

strain areas with corresponding thickness variations obtained in the formed 

part. 

4. Simulations highlighted that when the sheet was initially in contact with the 

punch, the material was stretched by the moving punch, resulting in some 

thickness reduction. 

5. The stress concentration in the forming sheet, which is due to geometric 

inhomogeneity between the inward and outward radii, led to strain rate 

gradients during gas forming. The strain rate gradients gradually developed into 

thickness variations and localized thinning near the part outward corners. 

 

IV. Superplastic-Like Forming of Ti-6Al-4V alloy 

1. The optimal forming temperature and forming rate of Ti-6Al-4V sheets suitable 
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for superplastic-like forming were determined to be 800ºC and 10
-3

 s
-1

 after 

laboratory testing. The lower forming temperature and faster forming rate could 

lead to less oxidation on the sheet surface. 

2. The minimum thickness for the formed Ti-6Al-4V part was found at the areas 

adjacent to the die entry radii (sheet outward corners), and the maximum 

percentage thinning was 54%. 

3. In addition to the influence of geometric inhomogeneity, microstructural 

defects, i.e. cracks and oxidation on the part surfaces, were the other source that 

could account for the thickness reduction. 

4. Recrystallization during forming is the dominant microstructural mechanism 

which mainly contributed to the improved formability of Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The 

as-received structures were mostly transformed into equiaxed grains with an 

almost random misorientation distribution after superplastic-like forming. 
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CHAPTER 10 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

 

The recommended work will be mainly on the improvements for the forming process 

for various applications and development on finite element modeling. Details are listed 

as follows: 

1. Establishing a full data system that works under a variety of forming 

conditions 

The drawing limit zones based on the current die assembly has been experimentally 

determined by hot drawing AA5083 at various temperatures. A more rounded system 

that can represent drawing limit with additional conditions, such as material selection, 

initial sheet dimension, die and punch shapes, and drawing speed, is required to 

determine the material forming potential for all conditions. 

2. Finite element modeling of non-isothermal forming and prediction of damage 

behavior 

As temperature plays an important role during superplastic-like forming, FEM should 

include temperature dependent data to simulate the forming process, especially for the 

gas forming step, under non-isothermal forming conditions. Additionally, FEM at 

temperatures at or above the recrystallization temperature requires special care due to 

the thermal softening behavior of the material which is not easily handled by 

commercial FEM codes. This will be one of the important challenges as far as 

simulation is concerned. 
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Simulations are to be used to determine the forming limit conditions. Such studies will 

help to guide the development of various material modes, which can be used to 

calculate the accurate thickness distributions, simulate the material damage behavior 

and assist with the real-time prediction for forming process. 

3. Improvements of non-isothermal heating system 

The oxidization behavior of Ti-6Al-4V alloy during superplastic-like forming revealed 

that a decrease of forming temperature from 900ºC to 800ºC significantly reduced the 

formation rate of oxide film on the sheet surfaces. However, the difference between the 

global (800ºC) and local (820ºC) temperatures in current system can still be increased 

to benefit the process. One of the improvements is to maintain the global temperature 

at the lowest possible level, preferably below the oxidation temperature (650ºC). A 

faster heating speed will benefit to enlarge the temperature difference due to less time 

for heat transfer from the die radii (a higher local temperature) to the entire die 

assembly (a lower global temperature). The selective heating areas need to be 

determined according to the part geometry so as to attain good thickness uniformity. 

4. Optimization of process design 

Expanding the capability of forming more complex-shaped workpieces is highly 

demanded for commercial applications. Geometric inhomogeneity is one of the most 

important factors leading to localized thinning during superplastic-like forming. 

Therefore, FEM is needed to design the configurations of the punch and die, especially 

for the punch geometry and die entry radius. 

Friction between the sheet and die locks the material for further flowing during the gas 
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forming stage. Thus, in order to further improve the process, an optimized lubrication 

system will need to be developed in parallel with the process itself. 

5. Extending forming capability to more materials 

The materials (AA5083 and Ti-6Al-4V) used in this study are strain hardenable alloys. 

Since the forming process requires high temperature conditions (0.3Tm to 0.6Tm), an 

important phenomenon to pay attention to will be the material stability. The thermal 

instability of grain structures, such as grain growth, precipitation, oxidation, cavitation 

and cracking, are important issues in forming the material when the high temperature 

is reached. Moreover, problems linked to the inconsistency of the other materials, such 

as AA6061 which is a precipitation hardenable alloy due to the influence of heat 

treatment during hot forming. Therefore, study on the relationships between the 

material properties and process design together with FEM will advance this technology 

for greater academic and commercial applications. 
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APPENDIX 

Table A-1 Thickness measurement data for AA5083 after hot drawing at 400ºC. 

Location Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Average Standard deviation 

#1 2.70 2.74 2.78 2.74 0.0400 

#2 2.74 2.70 2.78 2.74 0.0400 

#3 2.77 2.83 2.83 2.81 0.0346 

#4 2.25 2.24 2.34 2.28 0.0551 

#5 2.60 2.65 2.70 2.65 0.0500 

#6 2.76 2.84 2.83 2.81 0.0436 

#7 2.80 2.78 2.85 2.81 0.0361 

#8 2.88 2.93 2.94 2.92 0.0321 

#9 2.90 2.81 2.86 2.86 0.0451 

#10 3.03 3.08 3.00 3.04 0.0404 

#11 3.01 3.04 3.09 3.05 0.0404 

Unit: mm 
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Table A-2 Thickness measurement data for AA5083 after gas forming at 400ºC. 

Location Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Average Standard deviation 

#1 1.91 1.88 1.84 1.88 0.0351 

#2 2.17 2.11 2.04 2.11 0.0651 

#3 2.03 2.09 2.08 2.07 0.0321 

#4 1.75 1.85 1.78 1.79 0.0513 

#5 2.25 2.27 2.40 2.31 0.0814 

#6 2.47 2.42 2.46 2.45 0.0265 

#7 2.19 2.14 2.09 2.14 0.0500 

#8 2.80 2.86 2.84 2.83 0.0306 

#9 2.80 2.84 2.78 2.81 0.0306 

#10 2.85 2.84 2.90 2.86 0.0321 

#11 2.86 2.92 2.88 2.89 0.0306 

Unit: mm 
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Table A-3 Thickness measurement data for Ti-6Al-4V after hot drawing at 800ºC. 

Location Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Average Standard deviation 

#1 1.38 1.46 1.52 1.45 0.0702 

#2 1.42 1.57 1.48 1.49 0.0755 

#3 1.50 1.55 1.54 1.53 0.0265 

#4 1.24 1.17 1.20 1.20 0.0351 

#5 1.55 1.60 1.54 1.56 0.0321 

#6 1.55 1.60 1.58 1.58 0.0252 

#7 1.54 1.60 1.50 1.55 0.0503 

#8 1.45 1.55 1.56 1.52 0.0608 

#9 1.50 1.67 1.55 1.57 0.0874 

#10 1.55 1.62 1.57 1.58 0.0361 

#11 1.70 1.62 1.64 1.65 0.0416 

Unit: mm 
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Table A-4 Thickness measurement data for Ti-6Al-4V after gas forming at 800ºC. 

Location Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Average Standard deviation 

#1 1.12 1.27 1.15 1.18 0.0794 

#2 1.24 1.34 1.22 1.27 0.0643 

#3 1.29 1.33 1.21 1.28 0.0611 

#4 0.76 0.79 0.65 0.73 0.0737 

#5 1.27 1.32 1.28 1.29 0.0265 

#6 1.35 1.45 1.38 1.39 0.0513 

#7 1.40 1.46 1.39 1.42 0.0379 

#8 1.48 1.50 1.5 1.49 0.0115 

#9 1.5 1.57 1.51 1.53 0.0379 

#10 1.56 1.58 1.60 1.58 0.0200 

#11 1.61 1.62 1.63 1.62 0.0100 

Unit: mm 

 

 


